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CSUMB STUDENTS CELEBRATE AT THEIR COMMENCMENT CEREMONY
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A Diverse Step into the Future
Andrew Hines, Start Reporter
AHINES@CSUMB.EDU

Crystal Marie Lopez, Editor-in-Chief
CRLOPEZ@CSUMB.EDU

CSUMB Students Celebrate Achivements

Of the roughly 5,000 students who those graduating who identify as
currently attend Cal State Monterey apart of the LGBTQQIA commu
Bay full-time, about 20 percent of nity," said Nicole Valadao, senior,
those will be graduating in May CHHS, President of Out and About,
2012. They will be representing the and Peer Mentor at CSUMB's Ot
22 majors and the 8 graduate pro ter Cross Cultural Center. Students
grams offered at CSUMB.
who participate in the ceremony
Ever embracing diversity, CSUMB will be honored with sashes and
graduates of 2012 will have three graduation certificates. Although
alternative ceremonies available the Rainbow Graduation is primar
for them to participate in.
ily for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans
The Third Annual Rainbow Grad gender, Queer, Questioning, and In
uation Celebration will be held on tersex students and their allies, the
Saturday, May 12 in the University Rainbow Graduation Celebration is
Center Living Room. Beginning at open for all those students and fac
6:30 p.m. the event is open to ev ulty who support the community.
eryone who wishes to attend. "The "LGBTQQIA students often face
Rainbow graduation celebration many challenges during college so
gives us a chance to celebrate Rainbow Graduation Celebration

takes the time to recognize those
who have overcome the challenges
and have succeeded in college,"
added Valadao. This year's celebra
tion will have about 10 graduating
seniors to honor and will conclude
with refreshments as those at the
event celebrate with the graduates.
On Friday, May 18, the Four
teenth Annual African American
Graduation Celebration will take
place at the University Center Ball
room. It will be followed up by
the Fifteenth Annual Chicana/o,
Latina/o Graduation Celebration
on Saturday, May 19 at 6 p.m., also
in the UC Ballroom.
The general commencement
ceremony is from 10 a.m. to 12:30

p.m. on Saturday May 19, at Free
man Stadium, otherwise known
as the Soccer Field. A maximum
of 8 tickets, which are required for
admittance, will be available to all
graduating students. There will
also be general admission tickets
offered on the day of graduation
as well as the day prior to the cer
emony. This is a step up from the
five tickets which were available
to each student last year, as many
students have friends or extended
family who now have the opportu
nity to attend the graduation.
Among the awards presented
to the graduating students is the
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WED 5/9

MY STORY: LESSONS IN GET B.A.D. (BAGELS
AFTER DARK)
LEADERSHIP
TANIMURA &ANTLE FAMILY
MEMORIAL LIBRARY CAFE
Human Resources invites the CSUMB 10 RM.
UC RIGHT CONFERENCE ROOM
10 A.M.-12 P.M.

community to "My Story: Lessons
in Leadership." Come hear how key
CSUMB leaders from various campus
departments chose a career in
Higher Education as well as lessons
learned along the way.

Informal breakout sessions will
follow hosted by each presenter so
attendees can learn more about the
presenter's area of focus and ask
questions.

TUE5/8
EGGS AFTER DARK
DINING COMMONS
9P.M.- 1130P.M.
Come out to Eggs After Dark for a free
breakfast and enjoy a night of fun
and entertainment! Sponsored by
the Residential Housing Association
and Campus Dining Services.

The Associated Students Officers
will provide hot chocolate and
bagels w/ cream cheese to students
at large/officers/faculty and staff to
promote studying during finals.

THU 5/10
CHAVEZ CHALLENGE
AWARDS
STUDENT CENTER
6 P.M.- 730 P.M.
We will celebrate the achievements
of campus clubs, Greek orgs, res halls,
student government and sports
teams in terms of community service,
philanthropy and civic engagement.
Our goal was to raise 3600 hours of
community service between Cesar
Chavez Day and Cinco de Mayo.
Participating groups will be given
Certificates of Appreciation that list
the hours and points earned during
the Cesar Chavez Challenge.

WED 5/9
FREE HIV TESTING

FRI5/11

CAMPUS HEALTH CENTER
1P.M. -4 P.M.

COOKIES, COFFEE &
CAPSTONE

Central Coast HIV/AIDS Services
is offering free, confidential HIV
testing on the second Wednesday
of each month at the Campus
Health Center, located in the Health
& Wellness Services Building. No
appointment is necessary, no
needles are used, and the results
are given within 20 minutes.
Stop by the Campus Health Center
anytime for your test, or call or
email Alex at (831) 442-3959 or
alex@cchas.org.

CHAPMAN SCIENCE ACADEMIC
CENTER
130 P.M.-5 P.M.
Cookies, Coffee & Capstone is an
annual event where Service Learning
Student Leaders who are graduating
from the Student Leadership in
Service Learning Program have an
opportunity to present their Capstone
work to CSUMB faculty, staff,
interested students and community
members. This opportunity will give
students a chance to practice their
Capstone presentations, as well
as give faculty, staff, students and
community members insight on what
graduating seniors are working on for
their Capstones.

GOT AN EVENT?
LET US KNOW!
OTTER REALM@CSUMB.EDU

FOR MORE EVENTS, VISIT THE CSUMB
MASTER CALENDAR ONLINE @ WWW.CALENDAR.CSUMB.EDU

Kameron Sawyer, Production Manager
KSAWYER@CSUMB>EDU

This past year has been a great
experience. I have truly learned
the ins and outs of the print and
design world - From working with
deadlines to making everything
fit on a page. Being Production
Manager has made me be able to
do much more in way less time. I
have learned how to be in charge
of a small team and practice my
patience. The Otter Realm has en
couraged me to broaden my field
of learning with an internship at
my home town local paper, The Los
Altos Town Crier, last summer, and
another internship with the design
team at an event planning and
marketing agency, George P. John
son, this upcoming summer.
I am really going to miss the fun
times in the Otter Realm Office, but
luckily I will be at CSUMB for another
year to watch "my baby" grow even
more. I cannot wait to see the fun
and exciting things the next Produc
tion Manager will bring to the table
and how it will continue to improve.
This year The Otter Realm won
fourth in the "Less-Than-Weekly Pa
pers" category of the "Best in Show"
contest at the National College Jour
nalism Convention held in Seattle. I
hope to still be around to see a big
ger and better award come from this
paper. I would love to stick around
for another year as Production Man
ager, but I have decided to hand the
reigns to someone else and take on
another challenge, a Business minor
with a Marketing outcome. It will be
hard to leave this behind and I'm
sure on those lonely Monday nights,
I'll find myself hanging out in the Ot
ter Realm Office to reminisce on the
good times.
I have truly enjoyed working
with the Otter realm staff and
could not have asked for a better
group of people to work with. I will
always look back at these days and
remember how much fun we had
on those long nights of production!

Crystal Marie Lopez, Editor-in-Chief

CRLOPEZ@CSUMB.EDU
Dana Keller, Advertising/Distribution Manager

"Make it work," I kept repeating this DKELLER@CSUMB.EDU
in my head throughout the year.
"Make it work" got me through These past two years with the Ot
deadlines, classes, projects, fights ter Realm have been amazing. I
with "time", long nights as an R.A. have learned so much from this
and even longer nights as Editor-in- experience that I would not have
Chief. Elbow deep in assignments, learned without taking this job. I
paperwork, articles and pitches I, now understand how to rely on
with the support of my friends, fam and believe in yourself to achieve
ily, talented staff, and knowledgable goals. I took this position during
professors, made it work.
a semester where I had to take 18
Proud and honored do no jus units. I was nervous at first to see if I
tice for the feelings I have about could do it, but I outdid myself and
my involvement in The Otter proved I could. That first semester
Realm. I extend a deep thank you was one of the hardest semesters
to Professor Estella Porras, Kam of my college education, yet it
eron, Dana, Briana, and the rest showed that the harder I work, the
of the amazing Otter Realm Staff better I do.
Writers and Production Crew, past
As graduation draws nearer for
and present. Great memories were me, I cannot make up my mind
made in your presence.
of what I want to do. There are so
In a recent conversation with a many paths I can take but have
professor I commented on how ex no clue which to choose. I would
hausted I am every night, but how love to graduate and immediately
much more fulfilled I am to know have a job, but wouldn't having a
the exhaustion is a result of doing three month summer vacation be
things I love. Every day I learn some so much better? The stress of this
thing new, participate in a new ex is building up, but deep down I
perience, and further develop skills know I will make the right deci
I know will benefit me in the future. sions. Even if I do not make the
Next year I will rejoin the Otter right decisions, I know I will be
Realm as Online Editor, act as a men able to learn from them.
tor to a floor of first year students as
I will terribly miss CSUMB and
an R.A., and will bring my academic everyone here. These have been
career at CSUMB to a close as I grad the best four years of my life. I have
uate in Spring 2013, a proud Otter.
learned so many things—and not
I made a resolution to myself just academics. I would not trade
two years ago to get involved and these past four years for anything.
be "boss," a resolution I can proudly I know the experiences I have had
say I have fulfilled. My biggest re and the friends I have made here
gret in my college career (one that will stick with me for the rest of my
began in 2004) is not having gotten life. I am sad to see all this go, but
involved sooner.
am excited for the next chapter of
As your Editor-in-Chief, I sign off my life to begin.
with this one last suggestion. Get in
Thank you to everyone at the Otter
volved and make it work. Time is al Realm, my professors, and my friends
ways found to do the things we love. for this wonderful experience.
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United Front for Education
Pressure mounts for Chancellor Reed
Miles Stalions, Staff Reporter
MSTALIONS@CSUMB.EDU

The strike vote rolling across Cali
fornia State University (CSU) cam
puses brings with it a possibility for
change early in the game.
The Chancellor's office requested
to meet once more to discuss the
remaining bargaining issues. Set
for May 3-4, The California Faculty
Association (CFA) Bargaining Team
hopes progress can be made before
the fact-finding process begins.
Last week, three reform bills
sponsored by the CFA were passed.
These bills will now head to Assem
bly Appropriations Committee for
review.The bills included Assembly
Bill (AB) 1965 which calls for more
participation to be allowed during
Trustee meetings for students, fac
ulty and staff on matters such as
student fees.

AB 2427 would keep tabs on the sight beginning in 2014.
tear gas and concussion grenades.
Extended Education program by
All the efforts by students and Their open-ended strike example
providing annual reports on demo faculty serve the common goal of was meant to be peaceful and used
graphics, fees and other informa avoiding a strike altogether. Dur as an instrumental tool in forcing
tion. This is being
ing the Teach-In the government's hand in favor of
All the efforts by
done despite the
discussion
and the students.
for-profit
ap students and faculty informational
proach the CSU
held on April 17,
serve the common students
Extended Ed pro
from
goal of avoiding a Quebec, Canada
gram plans in the
future. The fees
visited to tell of
strike altogether.
for online classes
their strike which
are much greater than the cost of has been going on for 10 weeks
taking the same class in a university over a 75 percent tuition increase
classroom setting.
taking place over the next five
AB 2497 would require the CSU years. On April 26, over 5,000 pro
to give a report every two years on testers marched in Montreal, re
how the CSU Early Start Program is maining peaceful until demonstra
affecting remediation and its exact tors began breaking windows and
impact on students. This will allow throwing rocks at police cars. They
for more faculty inclusion and over were soon met by riot police using

Extended Education
Summer Course Options
Madison Gassner, Staff Reporter
FACULTY VOTES

MGASSNER@CSUMB.EDU

For those who need to continue
hitting the books or those looking
for an activity to fill the time during
the summer break, Cal State Mon
terey Bay (CSUMB) does offer a few
summer courses from the Extend
ed Education program, but a few
students may find they have more
luck with finding relevant courses
during the Winter Break instead.
For Summer 2012, Extended
Ed at CSUMB is offering classes in
Working with Marine Mammals
and Techniques and Theories. The
classes being offered are Biology,
Science Illustration Certificate Pro
gram courses, and Environmental
Science Courses related.

Professional development cours
es such as paralegal/other legal,
test preparation, Omega math and
advancement courses for teachers,
remedial writing courses and class
es to fill that language requirement
will be offered as well.
There are a few choices (gradu
ate and undergraduate alike) for
those who need to attend courses
during the summer, but it is impor
tant to note extended education
courses have different fees and a
separate registration process. The
fees are $195.00/unit in addition to
a $39.00 campus fee which unfor
tunately will not always be covered
by financial aid

It is also important to note the
extended education program is
not offering courses that are suit
able for everyone during this sum
mer semester. According to Dr. Qun
Wang, who will be teaching some
of these summer classes, "It's all
about money. Thanks to the socalled YRO [year round operation],
summer classes are paid per class.
In other words, it doesn't matter
how many students are enrolled in
the class, the university must pay
the faculty something like 1/12 of
her or his salary. Due to the size of
our school the university has to be
extremely careful which classes to
offer in the summer especially in

this kind of economy."
Relevant summer courses are
hard to come by, yet students at
CSUMB have different options to
enroll in over winter break. Faculty
members are paid in winter classes
based on the number of students
enrolled. This is because, "winter
courses are self-supporting and
self-sustaining whereas summer
courses are subsidized by the uni
versity," explained Dr. Wang.
To discover how to be academi
cally involved during the summer,
simply visit extended.csumb.edu/
summer-2012.htm

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
MILES STALIONS
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Consumerism? Or a Revolution in
Education? The Ratemyprofessors Effect, Part II
matoes.com to determine which
movie to see is unlikely to have an
impact on society as a whole. The
same, however, cannot be said for
other review-based sites, especially
those like RMP, which seek to influ
ence the academic choices of stu
dents across the country.
Some education experts, like
University of California Santa Cruz
Professor of Education Philosophy,
Dr. Ronald Glass, dismiss sites like
RMP as more of a "novelty" than a
reliable source for determining ed
ucational quality."Someone who is
serious about their studies would
not go to [RateMyProfessors.com],"
he stated in a telephone interview.
Others, like Professor of Earth Sci
sumers the opportunity to share ences at Cal State Monterey Bay
John David Flores, Staff Reporter
jOFLORES@CSUMB.EDU
their thoughts as to the quality, or (CSUMB) Don Mautner see RMP and
lack thereof, of a particular busi other education review sites as just an
There are two things which can ness or product.
other tool that students can use to help
Due to the anonymous nature of influence their academic decisions. As
be considered ubiquitous on the
Internet: porn and opinions. Social most of the reviews, many have ar one of the highest rated professors at
networking, review-based sites like gued the reliability of the ratings to CSUMB, Mautner has seen his class size
Yelp.com and Epinions.com have be suspect. Nevertheless, most ac double in the last few years.
exploded in recent years to include knowledge the unique position the
In a recent interview he said,
industries like entertainment with Internet occupies as a preeminent "I think that students should use
RottenTomatoes.com and even source of advice and opinion.
whatever sites they want to use,"
Whether one chooses to base but also admitted he does not use
education with RateMyProfessors.
com (RMP).
their decisions on reviews found on the site himself or promote its use
For most, these sites offer a con a social networking site, the effect amongst his students.
venient means of assessing the will likely be isolated to the individ
Regardless, the popularity of
general opinion of various services ual making the decision. In other sites like RMP makes it more likely
or products. They also afford con words, someone using RottenTo- they are having an effect on impor

tant academic decisions such as
which courses to take and which
professors to study under. This is
a new reality Dr. Glass believes is
indicative of an underlying soci
etal issue relating to education as
a whole: "The higher education
system has become a ranking and
sorting mechanism for distribut
ing social-economic privileges."
He argued, "[American] culture
has turned itself away from real
intellectual endeavor." The fact
that RMP is owned and operated
by MTV Networks would seem to
support his contention: "[RMP] is
about consumerism...it's about
getting traffic to the site to sell
something," he stated.
Yet that is not the way MTV views
their efforts. In a recent email, MTV
Networks Senior Vice President of
Strategic Partnerships and Devel
opment, Carlo DiMarco, defended
the site and its usefulness as a
gauge of academic quality: "We
know that students and professors
that use the site are serious about
education. Students...tell us it's a
helpful tool in getting the most out
of their education. We've even re
ceived emails from professors tell
ing us how the site has helped their
teaching and careers."
As to questions about any under
lying, commercial functions the site

may fulfill, he wrote, "What we love
about [RMP] is that it is 100 percent
driven by college students. It's a site
for college students, by college stu
dents. All of the praise and critiques
that professors receive on the site
come directly from students."
Still, some educators like CSUMB
Professor of Business and Market
ing, Dr. Murray Millson, fear that the
usage of rating criteria like "Easi
ness", which gauges the likelihood
of a passing grade with the least
amount of effort, can lead to issues
like "grade inflation". Grade inflation
is the process of rewarding "people
at the low level of performance
better grades than they deserve."
DiMarco argues that the use of
criteria like "Easiness" is in line with
MTV's vision of a student-driven
educational resource: "[MTV does
not] dictate what's important or
relevant when selecting a course or
professor." He revealed, "College stu
dents told RMP that clarity, helpful
ness and easiness are the key attri
butes they consider when choosing
a professor; RMP has simply deliv
ered a platform where college stu
dents can make their voices heard."

Lights, Camera, Action!
TAT Service Learners Talk Fundamentals of Film Making
Erika Murillo, Staff Reporter
EMURILLO@CSUMB.EDU

A group of four teenage boys sits shown a list of partnerships they film making. They also teach the
around a computer fixated on the can work with. After choosing, the eager youth how to interpret and
monitor. A sudden burst of laugh group members meet up with the analyze the media: to learn how
ter ensues as they move away from organization sponsors to set up a media affects them.
the computer revealing at a stuffed time and see if the schedule coin
The adolescents are given the
animal squirrel and the terrified cides with their own. After all the full experience of producing a film
face of one of the teenaged boys necessary paperwork is filled up on their own. "They come up with
on the screen.
the students get to meet the ado the stories and have a live sense of
This is all from a short film they lescents they will be teaching.
what a production is like. Service
have created with the help of their
Michael Hale, senior, TAT, works learners are just here to supervise
Teledramatic Arts and Technol with an organization called First and answer questions they might
ogy (TAT) service learning mentors. Tee. Hale acknowledges his role is have," said Hale.
This service learning class, taught to bring to his students an aware
The group with the squirrel the
by TAT professor Steven Levinson, ness of the media. "It's entertain atrics is from an organization called
works with various partnerships ment, not a way of life," stated Hale. South Monterey County Arts and
throughout Monterey County. The The main goal of the TAT service Technology, or SOMOCAT for short.
class is divided into groups, usually learning program is to teach the This particular group consists of
two members in size. They are then adolescents the fundamentals of juveniles from middle schools and

high schools in south
Monterey County.
Lindsey Wallraff and
Andy Steiner, both TAT
seniors, work with this
group of adolescents who
meets on the Cal State Monterey
Bay campus near the TAT build
ing. "It is easier to teach someone
where you were taught," stated
Steiner. Both agree that choosing
to work with this group of kids was
a no-brainer due to the location.
"There is more security, for sure,
here. It is a safe location and it's on
the weekends," added Steiner.
As far as the students, Wai I raff
is amazed by the talent and ideas

of the group's
project and the
way they "bounce" ideas
off one another. The children
seem enthralled by their work. One
of the students from the SOMOCAT
group was enthusiastic about the
film he and his group put together
since he always wanted to make
films. "My favorite part was the
filming process: new ideas,... strate
gies about lighting and sound, the
works," stated Angel Saldana.
"You get to know the kids' per
sonality throughout the process,"
stated Wallraff. "You form relation
ships with the children throughout
the weeks," added Hale.
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Science Matters
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Assistive Technology Gives Aid to Students

Jared Roberts, Staff Reporter
JR0BERTS@C
UMB.EDU

Science offers ways of advanc
ing technology in Marine Science,
medical treatment and commu
nication as well as the answers for
students with disabilities to suc
ceed in school.
Dragon
Naturally
Speaking
(DNS) is voice-recognition software
used with word processors and
other programs for faster writing.
DNS has been difficult to use in the
past due to strict requirements for
exact voice and clarity. DNS typi
cally runs from $43 for the basic
program to $243 for the premium
package, each package offers a
wider range of functions from word
documents to e-mail, voice record
ing and memos.
Student Disability Resources
(SDR) is an accommodation-based
program for disabled students at
Cal State Monterey (CSUMB). SDR
began as part of the Judicial Affairs
Department on campus before stu
dents requested a separate service

during the Fall 1996 school year graduate of University California,
which became SDR. According to Irvine in Informatics, computer
Ruthanne Daniel-Harteis, Director of science for business. Brandon has
SDR at CSUMB, DNS has had several Duchenne muscular dystrophy, a
upgrades which allow for a looser condition which limits the growth
range in voice fluctuation and clar of muscle
ity.
tissue to a
Technology such as Dragon has point when
advanced every six months where a it
stops
decade used to be the standard for completely.
change. Hearing aids and Cochlear Brandon be
implants have undergone signifi gan his life
cant changes over recent years as being able
audio can now be provided wire to walk, run
lessly rather than through a headset. and play as
DNS has typically been used by other chil
SDR and other assistive learning dren have.
centers in schools to assist students His condi
who have difficulty taking written tion steadily
exams due to limited mobility, in took away
jury, vision impairment and learning his mobil
disabilities. SDR provides assistive ity and he
services for 52 students and has 132 is now con
actively enrolled in the program. fined
to
Harties believes SDR will maintain an electric
its core while the range of technol wheelchair
ogy advances.
for mobility.
Meet Brandon Lovrien, a recent
"My early

childhood was actually quite nor
mal and I didn't fully depend on a
wheelchair until I was 12 years old,"
Lovrien explained. The disorder af
fects most muscle groups, skeletal
muscles in
particular.
"Due to my
physical
limitations
and my dis
ability, I dis
covered that
computer
program
ming
and
software
development would
be the best
career direc
tion to go."
Brandon's
struggle
with
mus
cular
dys
trophy has
not
only

BRANDON LOVRIEN SITS AT
WORK

limited to his mobility but also his
range of motion and strength in his
hands. "Since I'm slowly losing the
use of my hands it required me to
come up with a solution to contin
ue doing software development."
DNS combined with Dragonfly,
a speech recognition framework
which offers a high-level founda
tion for computer programs and
systems was Brandon's solution for
pursuing his goals.
"What started out as a quest to
find something simple turned out
to be over a year of searching and
development." Brandon began his
work in December 2010 and had
the beginnings of an answer by
September 2011. Brandon has now
completed the first step towards
his dream as a recent graduate and
now seeks to continue his dream
in a professional field of computer
programming.
Visit OtterRealm.net to see
Lovrien's work.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
BRANDON LOVRIEN

For Those with the Blues
Personal Growth and Counseling CenterCan Help It Get Better
Jerennina Angeles Piguing, Staff Reporter
JPIGUING@CSUMB.EDU@CSUMB.EDU

At the Cal State Monterey Bay
(CSUMB) campus,, students deal
with their everyday lives both phys
ically and mentally.
Some
students
on
campus have learned to open up
their minds to the Personal Growth
and Counseling Center (PGCC) in
order to deal with their lives and the
happenings within it. While this
works well for those who use the
service, there are many who do not
know what the PGCC does or how it
helps students.
One student complained that
when she was referred to the
school counseling center, she was
only seen for 30 minutes, hardly
enough time to delve into her own
issues and allow herself to learn
from the session.
When asked about the time
of sessions, Caroline Haskell,
Founding Director of the Personal
Growth and Counseling Cen

ter and Overseer of Health and employs ten therapists, all of whom
Wellness Services at CSUMB, said a work part-time. Lynne Whitestudent who is seen by the PGCC Dixon, supervisory clinical social
begins with a 30-minuteassessment worker at the PGCC, said PGCC
appointment that determines if assesses each student per crisis
the student is
situation
or
an immediate
case-by-case.
Each semester, the
concern or is
She added the
for an outside
PGCC is able to offer PGCC is a facil
source.
ity with a short
group therapy
This
as
term, per-probsessment
is
lem focus.
sessions in many
also when the
Each student
different
themes.
student
is
is allowed ten
introduced
to
sessions per ac
the many support groups the PGCC ademic year.The therapist arranges
offers. In these groups, students the schedule to fit the student's.
can receive help from counselors White-Dixon added it is possible to
and therapists in a safe and secure maximize student use of resources
group environment.
by attending unlimited weekly
Another concern the student groups, free-of-cost for CSUMB
had was she was not seen for an students, which are usually at the
other three weeks after the first most six people in size.
meeting. She felt the PGCC did not
Each semester, the PGCC to
have an adequate amount of thera offers group therapy sessions
pists and counselors for the sheer with different themes. This past
population
of
our
campus spring included groups such as
community. In fact, the PGCC "Out of the Blues: Depression and

Anxiety Management."The six-week
group focuses on recognizing and
managing depression and anxiety.
Another
group
becoming
more prominent is the Men's
Group, which is described as "an
ongoing safeand confidential group
intended to discuss challenges and
develop healthy choices in the
context of being male."
These groups are offered at no
cost to CSUMB students and are
as close as the PGCC in the Health
and Wellness Services Building.
While the groups may vary each
semester, tries to accommodate
all students' needs. A positive gain
from group counseling, according
to their workshop brochure, is that
it is "a powerful venue for growth
and change. Students receive
tremendous
understanding,
support, and encouragement from
others facing similar issues, and
they gain different perspectives,
ideas, and viewpoints."
White-Dixon and Haskell did not
deny it is difficult to meet with a

therapist. They agreed the PGCC
does sometimes have a wait list
and ensures that each student
is met depending on how acute
their need is and depending on the
concern. White-Dixon and Haskell
also insist the PGCC is one of the
highest functioning services on
campus for support regarding
students and their needs. It is not
disciplinary in any way: if you feel
like you are forced to be there, the
sessions will not work for you the
way it would if you want to take
part.
The PGCC strives to be seen as
a safe place to talk to someone,
whether or not one is in trouble.
This service does not stop just
because the semester is ending
and you work or go back home for
the summer. If you and the PGCC
both see the need, they are open
to working something out for the
summer break or even a plan for
the following semester.
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Computer Science &
Information Technology

Math

Nicole Onuska, Staff Reporter
NONUSKA@CSUMB.EDU

In the summer of 2011, Aaron Felt to test various types of solar cells,
started an internship at the Naval and will test their efficiency and
Postgraduate School (NPS) through ability to handle harsh space en
the Monterey Bay Regional Acad vironments. His goals are to make
emy of Computing Education, or the satellite autonomous and com
MBRACE. Today, his Capstone proj mandable from the ground. Felt
ect involves the programming of shared he was "always interested in
satellite software which will lead space" but never thought he would
to the launch of an experimental work on projects involving it. Felt
cube-shaped satellite. Since 2008, is graduating in Computer Science
18 NPS Graduate students have and Information Technology with
contributed to the design of this a concentration in Software Engi
satellite with Felt being the final neering. After Cal State University
piece to the puzzle. He is develop Monterey Bay, he will be enrolling
ing software for both the satellite this summer at NPS in the Master
and for a ground command station. program of Space Systems Engi
This satellite is an inexpensive way neering.

Designed By: Adam Napoletano

Nicholas Ferreira, Staff Reporter
NFERREIRA@CSUMB.EDU

According to Katherine McLaugh
lin, "The theme of all of the math
capstones is Game Theory, which
hopefully will shed light on the fact
that mathematics isn't just calcula
tions and seemingly tedious equa
tions."
McLaughlin's particular capstone
is the analysis of the Grobner basis
representation of Sudoku puzzeles
except by analyzing a Shidoku
board. A Shidoku board is a 4x4
grid similar to the classic 9x9 grid of
the Sudoku board. Her focus of her
paper is explaining Sudoku's roots
in"combinatrics and algebra."

The Grobner basis comes from
graduate level abstract algebra
courses. McLaughlin explained, "A
Grobner basis is a way of represent
ing the most elemental polynomi
als needed in order to differentiate
the characteristics of a ring of poly
nomials."
McLaughlin further explained her
capstone is easily understood with
a grasp of matrices. People would
need an understanding of the fun
damental math skills taught on
the undergraduate level in order
to comprehend her capstone and
game theory. Regardless of the

knowledge gap, McLaughlin still
believes Sudoku is an enjoyable
gaming experience for all people
and is a "fun puzzle to expand logi
cal reasoning."
McLaughlin's capstone brings
the abstract ideas of algebra and
grounds them to something relat
able.
The Mathematics and Statistics
capstone festival will take place Fri
day, May 18, 2012 from 10:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m. in the University Center
Ballroom.

CAPSTONE

SBS
Robyn Simpson, Staff Reporter
RSIMPSON@CSUMB.EDU

Highlights from this Year's Capstone Festival which Will Take
Place on Friday, May 18th

Social and Behavioral Sciences
(SBS) student Allyson Scott has
the kind of Capstone topic we all
wish we could have thought of
ourselves. Her project, "An analysis
of how animated Disney features
reflect the development of Ameri
can values", sounds pretty simple:
make some microwave popcorn, sit
Jerennina Piguing, Staff Reporter
on the sofa and take notes on the
JPIGUING@CSUMB.EDU
Jungle Book. It's the kind of Cap
stone we can all envy. Of course, Cal State Monterey Bay's Capstone implement a Harvest of the Month
nothing is ever that simple."I didn't Festival for the Collaborative Health program in one of the sixth grade
find the research part of the cap and Human Services (CHHS) major classes in Seaside Middle School.
stone process all that difficult, will take place at the Tanimura and This program is a comprehensive
mostly because I was genuinely Antle Library in room 1180 from 2 approach to nutrition through ed
interested in what I was reading," p.m. to 6 p.m. on May 18. Capstones ucation, interactive learning, and
said Scott, but one arduous writing for CHHS students are field-based. giving students access to different
process later, and she's glad things The students work with different fruits and vegetables. She, as well
are starting to wrap up. SBS is one organizations to implement what as the Seaside Middle School coun
of the most writing intensive ma they have learned and create a selor, has also applied for a grant
jors offered on this campus, so by project to present to their peers, in which would allow Seaside Middle
the time students get to the point structors, mentors, and the public.
School to begin a fruit tree orchard.
where they begin writing their cap
Emily Abrahams, Senior, CHHS, They then entered a competition in
stone papers, their hands are se will present her project entitled which they currently hold seventh
verely cramping, but writing about "Planting Seeds of Hope: Improv place. If they reach fifth place by
something you actually care about ing the Nutritional Environment at May 5, they will receive the orchard
always helps. "Capstone students Seaside Middle School". This proj by next fall. Emily Abrahams, when
should pick something they want ect was completed in three parts asked about how she felt about her
to talk about."Scott said,"You're go which included researching for a project, said,"I feel like I got the ball
ing to get tired of answering over correlation between nutrition and rolling for the school to start and
and over again, so you might as academics. Upon finding a corre continue a cultural change in nutri
well choose something you like."
lation in her surveys, she began to tion."

Collaborative
Health &
Human
Services

Communication
Desian
Nicole Onuska, Staff Reporter
NONUSKA@CSUMB.EDU

Who would have thought to com
bine horror and psychology? That
is exactly what Holly Roth, Lauren
Ledbetter, and Barry White had
in mind. Mire Manifestations "is
a third-person psychological hor
ror game that will be a learning
module for Jennifer Dyer-Seymour
of the Psychology Department to
fulfill her major learning outcome
of critical thinking combined with
ambiguity." Ledbetter and Roth,
Creative Directors of this project,
wrote a role-play about a year ago
and decided to utilize the monsters
in the story which "are ambiguous
in nature; so they correlated per
fectly to the needs of Dyer-Seymour," said Ledbetter. White got
involved because of his Environ
mental and Texture design and
rendering abilities, as well as the
fact that all three have been friends
and have worked in various group
projects over the past four years.

The purpose of this psychological
game, according to Roth, is to "cre
ate a [unique] experience unlike
straightforward normal game play."
White explained the game involves
avatars going into different houses
with various rooms which contain
an enemy. Every room is meant to
engage the player in an ambiguous
situation. The player is motivated
by the gathering of coins each
room they conquer.'lt's a real game
you can play and win."The game is
cool and will be free for anybody
to play online. All three designers
are graduating in Communication
Design with an Animation empha
sis. After graduation, Barry hopes
to pursue Environmental Design
for animated movies. Ledbetter
and Roth are both applying to the
same independent gaming design
company with hopes to becoming
a Creative Director and Art Director
respectively in the future.
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Kinesiology

Psychology
Erika Murillo, Staff Reporter
EMURILLO@CSUMB.EDU

Graduating Psychology Senior Van
Nguyen's capstone is one to look
The department of Kinesiology at can be done but should be done out for at this years' capstone fes
Cal State Monterey Bay states that through structured training. Oth tival. Nguyen's research topic is
"the fitness, health and wellbeing erwise, it can be a very dangerous coping with romantic relationship
infidelity stressor.
of individuals creates the founda practice.
Her research depicts three types
tion for the success of our society
Moon's project covered the ef
and economy." It is a major that fects of exercise on Alzheimer's of infidelity mediums. These medi
many student-athletes study here Disease. Her paper shows that ex ums are physical, emotional, and
at CSUMB and nationwide. This ercise can help in the prevention internet infidelity.
Physical infidelity includes any
semester, capstone projects by se of the course of the disease as well
niors Alex Vespremi (Water Polo) as with the side effects that come physical contact without having
and Jaime Moon (Softball) high with both Alzheimer's and demen emotions attached to these ac
light what KIN teaches through tia. Moon became interested in tions. Emotional infidelity includes
a more specific lens through re the topic through being an active no physical contact but having a
volunteer for the elderly at Sunrise romantic emotional attachment.
search.
Internet infidelity produces two
Vespremi's project is on hypoxic Senior Living in Monterey.
training which is the practice of You can see these projects on types of infidelity. The first is online
oxygen restriction when holding display and more at the Kinesiol cheating which includes messag
breath under water for swimmers. ogy Capstone Festival held from 10 ing people you have never met.The
Through her research she found a.m.-12 p.m. at the University Ball second includes sexual activities in
front of a web cam.
that training your breath control room on Friday, May 18th.
Nguyen also focuses on four
to take fewer breaths during a race
coping strategies people use when
Patrick Kelley, Staff Reporter
PKELLEY@CSUMB.EDU

HCOM
Business
Allison Gonzales, Staff Reporter
AGONZALES@CSUMB.EDU

The business capstone festival for
the graduating class of 2012 will
take place on May 17 and May 18
in the University Center Conference
room. Students have been working
on their final capstone project all
semester and are eager to show
case all their hard work and dedica
tion. Business students are broken
down into teams and have been
analyzing actual companies and or
ganizations who want to improve
their business-level strategy. They
are seeing how they can improve
certain aspects of their designated
business and make them more
efficient. After the analysis, the
groups find opportunities in the
businesses' weaknesses and pro
vide them with recommendations
to make them stronger in those
areas. These students are getting
a real-life, hands-on opportunity to
work with actual businesses and to
put what all their years at Cal State
Monterey Bay have taught them
into action.

Miles Stations, Staff Reporter
MSTALIONS@CSUMB.EDU

ISSM

under stress. These include ac
tive coping, finding a way to let
out your emotions; support seek
ing, talking with others for advice;
distraction, avoiding the problem
head on by keeping busy; and dis
engagement, pretending as if the
situation never happened. Nguyen
hypothesized if the males and fe
males use the same strategies. Her
conclusion, males use the last two
coping strategies whereas women
are most likely to use the first two
strategies.
This year the psychology cap
stone festival will be held May
18 at the Cal State Monterey Bay
(CSUMB) University Ballroom from
8:30 a.m. until 5 p.m. Nguyen is one
of the oral presenters at the festival.
Her presentation includes a visual
aide to help explain her research
for all the visual learners out there.

VPA
Nora Faith, Staff Reporter

This year, the Human Communica
tion (HCOM) capstone festival will
be focusing on the three capstone
classes offered this semester and
their individual themes. The sec
tions included Diaspora, Youth, and
Community. Cameron McFadden,
senior, HCOM, integrated youth
into his capstone by interning at
the Resource Center for Non-Vio
lence in Santa Cruz. He then trav
eled to continuation, as well as reg
ular high schools telling his story
of getting shot and how the bullet
had traveled up his leg and into his
stomach, requiring two emergency
surgeries in order to extricate the
hollow point 9mm fragments. He
wants to inspire students to contin
ue with their education, beginning
with community college in order to
transfer to a university. He sees this
as a way to avoid violent situations,
and teaching that it is not worth
risking your life to participate in
violence. The HCOM capstone festi
val will be held from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
on Friday, May 18 at the University
Center Ballroom.

John David Flores, Staff Reporter

NFAITH@CSUM8.EDU

Music
Claire Main, Staff Reporter
CMAIN@CSUMB.EDU

Cal State Monterey Bay student
Daniel Acurso will present his cap
stone "Black Metal" on Friday, May
18 at 10 a.m. "Black Metal" is the sto
ry of the eponymous music genre,
traced from the very beginning
of the genre, to The Beatles, and
working up to the first flourish of
the black metal scene. This project
will also include a dialogue on the
techniques and criminal activities
of black metal artists. Through his
capstone, Acurso hopes to under
stand and convey why black metal
artists took their art to the extreme,
and to show how it affected their
lives in negative ways. "I have al
ways been interested in black met
al," said Acurso, "but I never knew
the specifics, so I wanted to re
search it and see what they actually
did and why they did it." The paper
is a window
into a musical
movement.

Japanese
Kent Wellington, Staff Reporter
KWELLINGTON@CSUMB.EDU

J0FL0RES@C5UMB.EDU

As an Integrated Studies (ISSM)
major at Cal State Monterey Bay
(CSUMB) Breanna Farrell has de
veloped a focus of study that she
hopes will position her for success
in a career in the music industry,
"I really want to work...as a tour
manager. I want to organize and
host, and be in charge of the tours,"
she stated enthusiastically, and
that is exactly what she has done
for her capstone.
"I am hosting a concert at the
BBC...featuring local bands," she
explained, "It's going to be a ben
efit concert where people can do
nate money to the Youth Orchestra
ofSalinas(YOSAL)...theyarea pro
gram that helps to give children an
afterschool program where they
learn classical [music]."
But its not just about "the mon
ey" she admitted, it's also about
visibility, "Because a lot of people
don't know about YOSAL around
here. So now they'll know about it
and learn about what it is."

Unlike other Cal State Monterey
Bay (CSUMB) majors, the Visual and
Public Art (VPA) Capstone projects
are comprised of a whole year's
worth of work.
Sylvia Vasquez, senior, VPA, has
chosen to focus on "the pinata"for
her 2012 Capstone project.
Hanging from the ceiling, lying
row after row, 365 home made pinatas will be the essence of Vasquez's
year long project. The project not
only displays every aspect of the pinata, but also looks into the history
of the pinata, delves into its relation
to cultural identity and socioeco
nomic class, and ultimately strives
to discover "the roots" behind this
curious cultural entity.
Featuring 26 Senior Capstones,
this year's VPA Capstone Festival is
titled "The Roots." The festival will
be held at the CSUMB VPA buildings
70,71,72, and 73 on May 18 from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. Additionally, there will
be an Artist Reception on May 15 at
4 p.m. in the VPA buildings.

Joseph Ostrowski, Japanese Major,
said "In the study I explore what
university students think about
such topics as police effectiveness,
comfort while around the police in
a variety of situations, the willing
ness to cooperate with the police,
student perceptions toward police
arms, and specifically whether stu
dents feel firearms give police their
authority and whether local, koban,
or campus police should be carry
ing these potentially lethal weap
ons. I'm trying to discover what sort
of police/citizen relationship exists
in each society, and by studying
university students I'm hoping to
predict how this upcoming gen
eration will affect this relationship.
I then compare these perceptions
between Japan and America and
try to uncover how these percep
tions developed, e.g., if Japanese
students feel their police are more
effective than American students
view their police, what has hap
pened to make it so?"
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A Presidential Musing
CSUMB Faculty and Students Speak
Out on the President's Departure
Kent Wellington, Staff Reporter
KWELLINGTONfitSUMB.EDU

With the news that President Di
anne Harrison will be leaving Cal
State Monterey Bay (CSUMB) for
Cal State Northridge, students and
faculty are reflecting on the work
she has done on campus and pon
dering what the new President
could and should do for the school.
When Harrison's departure was an
nounced in March, there were all
ranges of reactions to the news.
Ernest Stromberg, Director of the
Division of Humanities and Com
munication (HCOM), said he was
"surprised" when he heard Harrison
was leaving. When asked what he
would like to see in the new Presi-

dent, he said that he would like brary was built, many were saying,
someone whose goals and princi 'now we're a real university.'" Lee ex
ples are in line with the university's. plained this goal came to fruition in
As Presidential Aide, April Lee many ways across campus.
has worked with President Harrison
As the campus has been beauti
extensively during her tenure. As fied, and for many other reasons,
sisting the President on a daily ba enrollment has increased. Lee
sis has given Lee a unique view into explained that CSUMB has been
Harrison's role on campus. When outperforming other CSUs due to
asked what she thinks Harrison's Harrison's various contributions.
most notable accomplishments Sound fiscal management, espe
have been, she first noted her role cially in the weakened economy, is
in campus beautification. Dealing one of the ways the President has
with the relics of Fort Ord has been helped the university grow.
one of her priorities. In our April 5
One of Harrison's greatest
issue, Harrison was noted as say achievements, as described by Lee
ing, "While some people think it's and other faculty members, has
cool to have abandoned buildings, been her commitment to sustain
other people don't. Prospective ability and a "greener" CSUMB. In
students and parents, visitors, com 2007, Harrison joined the Presi
munity members, speakers, all the dents' Climate Commitment which
folks we need to enroll or come out, dedicated CSUMB to reducing its
the university needs to look safe carbon impact and eventually be
and normal for them. When the li coming completely climate neutral

by 2030. Both the Tanimura & Antle
Family Memorial Library and the
renovated Dining Commons, both
of which earned LEED (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental De
sign) silver certification, were built
during Harrison's tenure.
Not everyone has felt Harrison's
direct impact, however. One stu
dent, who wished to remain anony
mous, said he would have liked to
see her around campus more often.
"I've been here four years, and I've
never seen her in person," he said. "I
wish she were among the students
more. If I saw her eating with some
students in the Dining Commons,
then I'd know she's in touch with
the students, or at least trying. To

me she's in an ivory tower." Jessica
Lee, sophomore, on the other hand,
said, from what she has seen, Har
rison has been actively engaged
with the student body. She noted
that Harrison was at numerous
events she had attended, mingling
with students and faculty alike.
The bar is set for Harrison's suc
cessor, but as Anna Bartkowski, the
President's Chief of Staff, reminded
me, it may be a while until a new
president is appointed. Bartkowski
explained that a committee is still
searching for an interim president.
Interestingly, she noted the panel
may look within CSUMB in their
search for leadership.

Otter Alumni: Where Are They Now?

Find Out Who's Who Amongst CSUMB Alumni
Emilie Rodrigues, Staff Reporter
ERODRIGUESfiCSUMB.EDU

As graduation nears, students in
all classes are probably wonder
ing what this generation of gradu
ates will accomplish. After talking
to fifteen Cal State Monterey Bay
(CSUMB) graduates, we have found
that students coming from our
campus have had a plethora of ex
periences, and many of them have
valuable advice for current CSUMB
students.
Zac Walker graduated last year
with a degree in Mathematics
concentrating in Secondary Edu
cation, and feels his education at
CSUMB will help him in the Masters
in Teaching program at Evergreen
State College next year. His de
gree has already helped him find
a job in the interim. He currently
works as the Program Specialist for
the Student Leadership in Service
Learning Program at CSUMB,. "It is
my first term as an AmeriCorps VIP
working at CSUMB. I supervise a
group of student leaders working
for the Service Learning Institute
on campus, and I will be working in

ed in 2006, with a degree in HCOM
and a minor in Global Studies, is on
her way to achieving her MA in Oral
History at Columbia University to
be conferred in October 2012. Her
advice to students is to "fully dedi
cate yourself to your schoolwork.
Become involved in projects that
excite you. Seek advice from faculty
ZAC WALKER, A 2011 GRADUATE, HELPS WITH
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY
PATRICK MAKENEN, A 2010 GRADUATE,
EMILIE RODRIGUES
and make connections with them."
THE CHINA TOWN CLEAN-UP
EXPLORES THE MONKEY FOREST IN BALI
Magnolia Zarraga graduated in
this position until August of 2013," fore you end up in the field."
Still, he points out CSUMB does 2003 and now has a JD (Juris Doc
Walker explained. When asked for
Other graduates were not so sat not have much of a reputation: "No tor) law degree. She urges students
advice for current students, he sug isfied with their education at the one except CSUMB students know to "take advantage of the Service
gested to "talk to as many'working school. One anonymous student where or what CSUMB is."
Learning-go above and beyond
professionals' in the field you want who graduated in 2010 with a de
Vanessa Henry, who graduated in what is required of you. It's a great
to enter into, and get their story gree in Environmental Sciences 2008 with a degree in (HCOM) with way to network, get your foot in the
of how they got to where they are continued to work as a pizza deliv an emphasis in Practical and Pro door and meet people who you may
now. These stories can help im ery driver for several months after fessional Ethics and is now an office end up working with, [and it is] also a
mensely in figuring out your own graduating, and finally landed a manager for two New York Life in great way to find out if you truly en
path to success. Also, on your way decent job in his field. And Patrick surance agents, feels her education joy a particular field of employment."
to graduation, take a step back and Makenen, who earned a degree in at CSUMB was very valuable: "Study
Overall, graduates have had
reflect on why you are headed in Human Communications (HCOM) hard, read ALL the material (even if many different experiences, but
the direction you are, what is mo with an emphasis in Media Stud it's boring). Everything they teach most urge students to take ad
tivating you down that path, and is ies and Journalism in 2010, made you at CSUMB will help you in the vantage of resources available at
school. Networking is seemingly
it still something you want to work his way into a Masters program in real world/job market."
towards? This is the best time to International Studies at Univer
Kristen La Follette, who graduat- vital to success.
ask yourself these questions, be- sity of Sydney, in Sydney, Australia.
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A Diverse Step into the Future
CSUMB Students Celebrate Achievements
CONTINUED FROM COVER

President's Award for Exemplary
Student Achievement, which will be
given to the student who has exem
plified the values of CSUMB. Being a
well-rounded student who contrib
utes to particular areas of university
life and has maintained a cumula
tive average of 3.0 or higher are the
particular criterion for this award.
Other awards include the Pro
vost's Award for Exemplary Aca
demic Achievement. For which
the criteria includes maintaining
a GPA of 3.5 or higher and having
academic achievement in his/her
major. For actively being an agent

for positive change and social
awareness/justice, one student will
be presented with the Outstand
ing Senior Award for Social Jus
tice. There will also be The Alumni
Vision Award to a student who is
the first in their family to earn a
four-year college degree, is a solid
portrayal of the university's Vision
statement. The student must also
provide leadership in any project
that extends from the university'
Vision. There is also a Student Ser
vice Learning Award which goes to
the student who does exceptional
community service beyond the
graduation requirements.
Unlike Spring 2011, this year

CSUMB will have a commence
ment speaker: nationally renowned
economist Dr. Alice Rivlin. "Given
the current economic conditions,
I cannot imagine better timing for
our students to hear from Dr. Rivlin,"
said President Dianne Harrison. Dr.
Rivlin will also be presented with an
honorary Doctor of Laws degree.
As with any graduation, this will
be a momentous step in the lives of
hundreds of students. It is sure to
be the first stepping stone for those
going off either to graduate school
or the "real world." Whether the
graduating students are headed
for more school or the beginnings
of a career, the one thing they can

be sure of is it will be an event to
remember not only for them, but
their friends and family as well.
The two and a half hour cer
emony will likely be the last great
memorable moment of the class
of 2012's college experience. Re
gardless of what celebration(s) are
participated in it is important to re
member the grand lessons learned
in the journey to that moment.

CLASS OF 2012

Economist Dr. Alice Rivlin Set to
Speak at Commencement
Robyn Simpson, Staff Reporter
RSIMPSON@CSUMB.EDU

With the end of another spring se
mester looming in the air, and with
an entire class of soon-to-be-graduating seniors spending all of their
waking moments in the library in a
mad scramble to finish off their cap
stone projects, it'll soon be time to
say goodbye to a great deal of our
classmates as they graduate. This
year's Commencement speech is
slated to be given by famed econo
mist Dr. Alice Rivlin, who is most
well known for her advising work on
various financial programs for presi
dents Clinton and Obama, serving
as the Vice President of the Federal
reserve from 1996 to 1999, and au
thoring and co-authoring several
well regarded books on economics.
With this new crop of graduat
ing students going into the world
to make a living for themselves, it
makes sense that this year's com
mencement speaker is a notable
economist. Times have possibly
never been harder for a graduating
college student with a global econ
omy struggling to right itself in the
wake of the 2008 economic collapse

and, for many, the burden of higherthan-ever student debt. It is a daunt
ing time to enter the workforce no
matter the intended career path.
This is a time which will require real
effort on the parts of prospective
employees to secure a job that can
support the lifestyles to which they
have become accustomed.
Of course, no one can tell the
future, and while things might be
less than perfect economically to
day, tomorrow could hold as much
bounty as it holds potential misfor
tune. A time of uncertainty is also a
time of excitement, after all, and no
one can predict the grand achieve
ments that lie in store for gradu
ating CSUMB students. A down
economy leaves plenty of room for
rebuilding in new, innovative ways.
A world of opportunity awaits
those brave enough to find it.
This year's capstone ceremony
looks to be a promising one, and
with a commencement speech as
important to students as this one,
it will surely be a worthwhile event
for all to be a part of. The Com
mencement speech is due to be
given May 19, and Dr. Rivlin is due
to be presented with an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree.

MUSIC
CSU Monterey Bay’s
Music and Performing Arts Department
OFFERING COURSES IN...
MPA 220 (Cl-Arts) Gregorian Chant to Hip Hop (41741)
MPA 242 Actor’s Process (41844)

MPA 310 Gospel Choir (4061 3)

MPA 313 Music and Performance (41864)
MPA 405 Ensembles (40754) for
Concert Band, Pep Band, Jazz and Rock Ensemble

http://music.csumb.edu 831-582-4085
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The Best and the Brighest
CSUMB Seniors Recognized at Honors Convocation
Nicholas Ferreira, Staff Reporter
NFERREIRA@CSUMB.EDU

After years of grueling course work
and intense preparation, top se
niors at Cal State Monterey Bay
(CSUMB) received recognition for
their efforts at the Honors Convo
cation on April 20.
Seniors with the highest Grade
Point Averages (GPA) are put into
three different categories of aca
demic honors. These categories
are Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude,
and Summa Cum Laude.
Cum Laude status is awarded to
graduating students who upheld a
3.5 GPA throughout their college ca
reer. This year's graduating class has
155 students graduating with Cum
Laude status. Magna Cum Laude is
given to graduating seniors who
have a cumulative GPA of no less
than 3.75. There are 53 seniors grad
uating this year with Magna Cum
Laude status. Summa Cum Laude
is the top academic honor given to
seniors who have a cumulative GPA
of no less than 3.9. CSUMB has 20
graduating seniors falling into this
top academic category.
There are other awards given
at the Honors Convocation which
focus on not only academic hon
ors, but also Service Learning and
individual student achievements.
A Service Learning award is given

to one stu
lence within her
dent in each
major and has
of the 18 ma
learned
"...how
jors for their
important it is
exceptional
to see our world
efforts in Ser
through a new
vice
Learn
cultural perspec
ing. There are
tive..." Jenkins will
also five spe
"continue facilitat
cific student
ing cross-cultural
awards given
exchange
by
out at the Hon
teaching English
ors Convoca
and American cul
tion.
These
ture to students
awards
are
in Japan" through
each unique
the Japanese Ex
in the criteria
change Teaching
CSUMB STUDENT AWARD WINNERS FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: LEANNA EVAN JENKINS,
set in place ULIANA CASTRELLON, ISAEL RUBIO, HAYLEY THARP, AND CALIAH HILL
(JET) Program.
for students to
The Outstand
qualify for them. CSUMB staff and believe that by obtaining my B. S., ing Senior Award for Social Justice
faculty nominate and choose the I raised the standards for genera is given to a student who partici
students who receive these awards. tions to come in my family." Rubio pated in projects which promoted
The Alumni Vision Award is given conducted research in the Salinas social justice, peace, and crossto a student who is a first genera Valley and spread his knowledge cultural understanding. This year's
tion college student and has up throughout the local community.
award winner is Liliana Castrellon, a
held the CSUMB Vision Statement.
The Provost's Award for Exem senior graduating with a degree in
This year's award was presented plary Academic Achievement is pre Human Communication. Castrellon
to Isael Rubio, a senior graduating sented to a student who has signifi was involved in many different or
with a degree in Biology. Rubio cantly excelled within his/her major. ganizations and projects which all
commented on the significance This year's recipient for the provost promoted social justice. Castrellon
of being a first generation student award was given to Leanna Evan was a Service Learning (SL) Student
by saying, "Before earning my B.S., Jenkins, a graduating senior with a Leader and".. .co-facilitated discus
earning a high school diploma was degree in Japanese Language and sions inside SL classes on difficult
the standard in my family, but I now Culture. Jenkins has shown excel issues...". Castrellon has also been

involved with M.E.Ch.A, did out
reach with Latino youth, and for her
capstone she worked with youth in
Watsonville regarding the issue of
the DREAM Act.
The Outstanding Senior ScholarAthlete Award is presented to a se
nior who achieved the difficult task
of high academic success and also
was a successful student-athlete.
Hayley Tharp, a senior graduating
with a degree in Kinesiology, re
ceived the Scholar Athlete Award
this year. Tharp has shown her true
scholar-athlete credentials by run
ning cross-country her entire time
here at CSUMB and by achieving
high academic honors. Tharp was
also ".. .the first runner in CSUMB his
tory to receive the CCAA runner of
the week award.. ."Tharp has worked
hard to achieve both academic and
athletic honors.
The President's Award for Exem
plary Student Achievement is given
to a student leader who has made
great contributions to the universi
ty and has done a great service for
the campus community. This year's
President's Award was given to Caliah Hill, a senior graduating with a
degree in Human Communication.
Hill has shown excellence in leader
ship by serving in such leadership
roles as the Associated Students
President. Hill believes, "Improving
the quality of student life and ac
cess has always been my driving
force and I feel absolutely honored
to be recognized for serving the
CSUMB campus community."

A1 Percent We Like to Hear About
Third Annual Distinguished Freshmen
Celebration Held in University Center
11 of the 20 distinguished fresh
men who were awarded attended
the event. The students were asked
to speak about their academic
On April 17, the Center for Student achievements. "How do you ex
Success (CSS) honored the top 1 press your passion for learning out
percent of freshmen who earned a side the classroom?" Julia Ashen,
4.0 Grade Point Average in at least freshman, HCOM was asked. She
15 units their first semester here at proudly stood up and said her mo
Cal State Monterey Bay (CSUMB). tivation of athletic pursuits on the
The event was held at the Univer court translated to motivation in
sity Center Living Room.
the classroom. Ashen is a volleyball
In honor of their academic suc player here at CSUMB.
cess, the freshmen were awarded
When asked what inspired the
with a banquet dinner and a $1,000 students to achieve excellence in
scholarship.
life, Johan Snider, or who Ronnie
Headed by CSS Director Ivan Higgs refers to as "6'9" in reference
Pagan, the banquet was preceded to his gift of height, replied it was
with remarks by Ronnie Higgs (Vice a 10th grade teacher he had who
President of Student Affairs), Alum made a huge impact on him. He
ni guest speaker Lewis Hall, and said "a little extra investment from a
guest speaker Thomas Brown.
teacher can make all the difference."
Nora Faith, Staff Reporter
NFAITH@CSUMB.EDU

While these first-time freshmen
are just starting out, we know we
will see great things from them,
and wish them the best in their aca
demic pursuits.
The Distinguished Freshmen
class:
Summer Alexander, Julia Ashen,
Lucas Bailor, Kelsee Calderon, Kai
tlyn Chow, Eryn Eledge, Raymond
Falcon, Alexandra Fremont, Jor
dan Gipe, Sara Hannon, McKenna
Holmes, Brandon Howland, Austin
Kim, Nicole Langstaff, Amy Mar
quardt, Loreal Matson, Samantha
McGee, Melanie Renton, Laila Rich
ardson, Johan Snider, and Haylee
Stapp.
A big congratulations to all who
attained this honor.

A COLLECTION OF THE SMARTEST FUTURE

SOPHOMORES CSUMB HAS TO OFFER

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
TIMOTHY GILMORE
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Gay and Greek

"Hoodie Walk" for Social Justice
Sylvia Ramirez, Staff Reporter
MIREZ@CSUMB,EDU
SRA

On Wednesday, April 25, over 60
students, staff, and faculty wearing
hoodies, carrying candy, and post
ers to bring their voices marched in
solidarity. The Cal State Monterey
Bay, Otter Cross Cultural Center
and Black Students United (BSU)
presented, "We are Trayvon Martin
'HOODIE WALK'for
ocial Justice."
S
Students were
encouraged
to help raise
awareness
and bring jusItice to Trayvon Martin's
murder
and
to his grieving
family.
This began
when a group
of students
work-

ing on their direct action projects
in their Histories of Democracy
course decided to make an aston
ishing change, "Our group decided
to associate BSU with the march
because BSU also had an idea to
do the march and wanted to do it.
We also associated BSU with the
march because I knew, with them
being an actual club on campus,
the march would actually happen,"
said BSU inactive member Sheena
Nickerson.
BSU Vice President Asia Goodall said, "After the Trayvon Martin
incident, we knew we had to shed
light on this issue not just for jus
tice for African-Americans but for
all cultures. We felt the need to do
something to put an end to social
injustice and this seemed to be the
perfect opportunity. We decided to
do a march because we wanted to
promote peace as well. So we fig
ured a silent march would do just
that; it would raise awareness with
out us saying a word."
"They essentially keep us divided
as a people, and reinforce negative
thoughts, be
and be
"We had to shed light on this issue not liefs,
haviors which
all take away
just for justice for African-Americans
from the fact
but for all cultures"
that we are all
created equal,"
said BSU President Kymberly
Shavers.
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY
The march attracted local
SYLVIA RAMIREZ
media, students, staff, and
faculty. Marchers document
ed and pledged a promise to
end racial profiling, stereo
types, and racism. "It starts
with monitoring and changing
my thoughts, assumptions, and be
liefs surrounding social and cultur
al groups. The next thing for me is
being courageous enough to chal
lenge those around me when I see
or hear acts that reinforce racism,
stereotypes, and racial profiling,"

Shavers said.
During the march, students,
staff, and faculty had tape on their
mouth as "a visual representation of
our silence." Marchers held bags of
skittles, as Shavers explained, "That
was one of the objects thatTrayvon
Martin held. A bag of candy is in no
way threatening to anyone." There
were a few stops made to gain the
attention of as many students pos
sible to build the amount of people
supporting this movement.
At the end of the march, "Terry
Simon, and one of our graduat
ing members, Ayanna Keeling,
sat down with me to develop this
dynamic letter. BSU wanted to put
into words why we were march
ing along with the propositions we
were making," said Shavers.
"The main goal of the march
was to recognize racism, stereo
types, and all people who have
gone through these things and
risked their lives, not just blacks,"
said BSU's historian Bria Goodall.
BSU feels they successfully brought
awareness about Trayvon Martin's
murder and helped in the process
to end racial profiling across Amer
ica.

Barra McKenzie, Staff Reporter
Bmckenzie@CSUMB.EDU

When members of the LGBT com
munity consider getting more
involved in campus events at Cal
State Monterey Bay (CSUMB), join
ing a fraternity or sorority is prob
ably not the first option that comes
to mind. Because the intersection
of Greek life and LGBT culture is sel
dom discussed, members of each
community may be uninformed
about the other.
The presentation of Gay and
Greek, hosted by the Otter Cross
Cultural Center (OC3), opened the
eyes of many LGBT and Greek stu
dents to the amount of crossover
between the two groups. Andrea
"Drea" Elzy, Peer Mentor Advisor at
the OC3, maintains that the com
munication between LGBT and
Greek students must be initiated
and maintained. According to Elzy,
it should be "a point of discussion"
within the groups, since the inter
section between fraternities or so
rorities and LGBT culture is "a con
versation not had too often."
The acceptance of LGBT indi
viduals into the Greek system is
overwhelming, as evidenced by the
many individuals who spoke out as
allies as well as those who proudly
admitted to belonging to both
groups. Over all, it seems that the
positive relationship between LGBT
and Greek students is growing, and
will continue to be nurtured by
both communities until a strong
bond is formed.
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Come True

When
Henry Houston, Staff Reporter
HHOUSTON@CSUMB.EDU

Designed By: Adam Napoletano

Inaugurated AS'Plan for the Future

Now that Duane Lindsay's, Senior, towards the incorporation of the
SBS, dream of becoming AS Presi AS government. This involves the
dent has come true, he plans to transformation of the school's gov
implement his platform to reality.
ernment, the only one to Lindsay's
The policies he proposed during knowledge to not be incorporated,
the AS race is to involve the student through a lengthy process.
body. This is going to be initiated
"I was talking with a few AS offi
through increased electronic use of cers from other CSUs, and they kept
officers to Cal State Monterey Bay telling me'you gotta incorporate.'"
(CSUMB) students.
There is some hesitance to in
"We'll be actively communicat corporate from students at CSUMB.
ing all year," Lindsay said. "We're not Some say, although there is an in
worried if students don't like our crease of funds from incorporating,
policies. We're worried if students it is not worth tying to the CSU ex
can't hear what we are doing."
pectations and losing our indepen
Transparency will be important dence.
for Lindsay since he is proposing
"There are some downsides to
that his team work over summer incorporating, but the upsides out
together so there will not be any weigh them,"Lindsay said." It'll cre
wasted time during the academic ate a shared governance between
year. He still wants to include the students and administration, both
students, though. Lindsay plans in terms of campus and state lev
to keep in touch with the student els. We need to have this when we
body through social networks and enter the period of hiring a new
Google apps and after Otter Days president: students' voices need to
at the beginning of the semester, be heard."
he wants to have a "town hall-style
He is not sure if the school's AS
meeting" where students can voice will be able to make the trans
their opinions the AS officers. AS formation in one year since it is a
communication, Lindsay said, is not costly process. The outgoing AS
alive and he hopes to revive it.
did leave a large amount of money,
Perhaps the most ambitious though, to aid in the process.
platform of Lindsay's is to work
Lindsay wants to update and add

a clause of updated bylaws at least
every five years. The bylaws, which
he wants to reflect that of CSUMB,
needs to have a two-thirds major
ity. Since his "Dream Team" over
whelmingly took the AS elections,
having the votes for reform will not
be a problem for Lindsay.
When Lindsay and his adminis
tration were sworn to office at their
inauguration luncheon on April 30,
Pres. Dianne Harrison put her faith
in the establishment of the AS gov
ernment.
"[AS] is the only duly represen
tatives of the school's population,"
she said during her address at the
luncheon.
To make his "dream" a reality,
Lindsay wants to achieve his fiveyear plan through a leadership pro
gram so AS after his administration
"has some stability."

ABOVE: DUANE LINDSAY & OLIVIA CARNAHAN ARE CONGRATU
LATED BY PRESIDENT HARRISON; BELOW: HARRISON GATHERS
WITH THE NEW LEADERS OF CSUMB

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY
HENERY HOUSTON

One for the History
Books
Oscar Pena, Staff Reporter

Obama Declares Fort Ord
a National Monument

OPENA@CSUMB.EDU

On April 20 President Obama
signed the proclamation to make
Fort Ord a National Monument un
der the Antiquities Act. The former
military base will remain open to
the public with restricted no tres
passing areas for research and safe
ty reasons. Fort Ord offers over 80
miles of hiking, biking, and horse
back-riding trails. It was known as
the largest military base at the time
it was closed and it is a great tourist
attraction with over 100,000 visi
tors annually. About 14,650 acres
will be set aside on the eastern half
of the base to become Fort Ord Na
tional Monument.
"This national monument will
not only protect one of the crown

jewels of California's coast, but will
also honor the heroism and dedi
cation of men and women who
served our nation and fought in the
major conflicts of the 20th century,"
Obama said in a statement.
Fort Ord was home for over a mil
lion artillery-training soldiers dur
ing World War I through the early
1990s. When the base was closed
in 1994, the army donated the land
to the state. Shortly after, Cal State
Monterey Bay was built in the west
side of the former military grounds.
One of the largest events held
annually is the Sea Otter Classic in
April with approximately 10,000 bi
cyclist and 50,000 spectators.
After various propositions to

build on it, "Keep Fort Ord Wild"
campaign has been a strong advo
cate to saving the land. Today, most
propositions have been denied and
the land remains open to the pub
lic.
The new monument will be
maintained and operated by the
federal Bureau of Land Manage
ment. After the declaration, all oil
and gas drilling is banned. It will
give opportunity for future genera
tions to enjoy the open land and
learn the history behind Fort Ord.
As a large military community, this
is very important. It will honor and
recognize the soldiers who served
there.

LINDSAY & CARNAHAN DISCUSSING THE GAME PLAN FOR THE
2012/2013 YEAR AT THE A.S. TRANSITION RETREAT

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
ADAM NAPOLETANO
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Housing Changes
Melanie Graham, Staff Reporter
MGRAHAM@CSUMB.EDU

Starting next semester, Cal State
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) will start
seeing changes in on-campus
housing and East Campus. One of
the larger changes to on-campus
housing is the placement of new
furniture in the dorms. The new
furniture options were on display in
a Furniture Showcase in the Univer
sity Ballroom lobby from April 17 to
19 for students to give their input.
Eventually all the dorms will have
new furniture. Ideally, the remodel
will be approved for Asilomar and
Willet first. Although Housing has
not been given a timeline for when
the furniture picks will be avail
able, Director of Student Housing
and Residential Life, Chip Thomas,
hopes they will know before the
end of school.
Over the summer, the interiors
of Asilomar, Willet, and Strawberry
will be repainted and re-carpet
ed, with Willet getting new vinyl
flooring. Interior painting will be
done with neutral colors that will
enhance the visual size of rooms.
The color choices also have a lot
to do with how easy it is to replace
when housing has to go back and
paint over damaged area. Housing
is working its way across campus
with the improvements, as there
is a limit to how many buildings
Housing can shut down at once, so

What Funding Can Buy
progress will take time.
Although Housing has a wish list
of projects for campus housing, it is
dictated by money.
These updates will not affect stu
dent wallets as any money housing
makes gets put back into housing.
Essentially, Housing is paying for
their own upgrades without in
creasing student fees.
How much funding gets put into
these new projects depends on
the University Corporation, which
ultimately decides what kind of im
provements can be made. Housing
can give their recommendation to
the University Corporation, but the
final vote goes to the money purse.
The University Corporation is also
what is helping fund the third floor
of the library, which has been in
complete since the new library
opened in December 2008.
In future years CSUMB students
will see a change in East Campus
Housing as well. Currently, students
who live in East Campus go to Alli
ance to get everything done such
as rent payments. However, soon
students will only go to Alliance for
rent payments and maintenance
requests, but Student Housing will
cover everything else. According
to Thomas, it is something housing
should have been doing all along.
"It's better for housing to do it any

way. We should be working more
with our residents out there," said
Thomas.
Thomas said he wants places to
be more accessible, durable, and
pleasing to the eye.
The other major change in hous
ing is the replacement of the cur
rent Otter Card system. All halls
are getting new readers, and the
new cards will also be able to check
PHOTO PROVIDED BY
books out at libraries, events, and RHA WORKING WITH THE STUDENTS TO DETERMINE FUTURE
MELANIE GRAHAM
be used for meal plans. Essentially, FURNITURE OPPORTUNITIES
housing is updating an old system.
East Campus could see other dents come back is that we will cording to Thomas, we are one of
possible changes in the future have a handbook for students liv the few that fit into the standards
such as free laundry for students, ing in east campus,"Thomas stated. of being classified as a residential
Student Housing is updating campus with almost 51 percent liv
following in the footsteps of main
the license agreements students ing in student housing.
campus.
There are no current plans to
Starting in July, East Campus sign for housing, as there are some
will be soliciting feedback, and will questions that need to be there build more buildings for campus.
be presenting some of the things by law, but are not currently pres "The Chancellors office tells us
Housing is hoping to do. The sur ent. No community standards will what we can and cannot do," said
veys that students participate in do change as a result of the updated Thomas.
license agreements.
In the future, Thomas would like
make an impact.
Certain updates that Housing to add lobby space or a common
Thomas stated, "We listen to
what the students say" and al covers are regular from year to year area for Area 1 residents, who cur
though student opinion does not such as damage repair. Thomas rently do not have such a space, to
necessarily determine the out says students sometimes damage hang out, and watch TV.
things when they leave, such as
Future years may give way to
come, it does hold sway.
On the to-do list is the possible scratch a wall, tear the carpet, or rip more updates and improvements
with Student Housing, but until the
creation of separate community the showerhead off.
CSUMB is considered a true resi funding is provided, students will
standards for East Campus, which
are currently combined with main dential campus, with 2,500 beds in just have to wait.
campus community standards. total, which includes on-campus
"Our goal is by August before stu and East Campus housing. Ac

It's Play Time!
Melanie Graham, Staff Reporter
MGRAHAM@CSUMB.EDU

MSC Fees:
4 Classes: $38
8 Classes: $48
12 Classes: $52
*Monterey Residents
receive $6 discount

Fun in the Sun for this Summer in Monterey

Camp "Lots-O-Tots"
Age: 3-5 years (potty trained)
Locations: 1. Casanova Oak Knoll Park Center
2. Monterey Youth Center
Activities include arts and crafts, music and
movement, storytelling and dramatic play,
science and nature programs.

Whispering Pines Day Camp
Playground Program
Age: 5-9 years
Age: 5-12 years
Locations:
Whispering Pines Park
Locations:
1. Casanova Oak Knoll Park / 2. Hilltop Park Seven-week drop-in program
with weekly activities including
Seven-week drop-in program, plus weekly
hiking,
singing, folk dancing,
themes. Activities include: games, arts and
arts
and
crafts, outdoor
crafts. 10 kids to one leader. Celebrating over
cooking, camp skills
70 years of the program.
and nature activities.

Summer is fast approaching, and
Monterey County is host to a sev
eral summer programs to fill the
free time.
The Monterey Sports Center
(MSC) offers a number of popular
programs, like boxing class, which
opened in February. Another very
popular class offered at MSC is Hot
Hula, which is inspired by pacific
island dancing. Participants do not
have to become a member at MSC
in order to get their Hula on. There
is drop-in availability and there
is a Monthly Group Exercise Pass,
which can be purchased in packag
es of four, eight, or twelve classes.
Team sports are offered at MSC
as well. They offer Peewee Bas
ketball for children in grades one
through three, and grades four and
five have their own team. Junior
Volleyball is offered for children,

grades six through eight. The fun
isn't exclusive to the kids, though.
Co-ed Volley ball is available for
adults.
For those with disabilities, MSC
has Special Olympics for swimming
every Thursday 5:30 p.m. to closing.
Monterey Recreation offers sum
mer youth programs for kids ages
three and up. According to Misty
True, Recreations Specialist, some
of their more popular summer
classes are Camp"Lots-O-Tots, Play
ground Program, and Whispering
Pine Day Camp.
True recommended to hurry if
interested, as a lot of the classy
are getting full. "It's really fun ana
we've been doing it for a long time,"
said True.
To sign up and to see the full list
of classes go to http://www.monterey.org/rec
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Summer Destinations 2012
A Road Trip Along the California Coast

Aren't you just ready to grab a handful of your craziest friends (or maybe all of
them), jump into the car and head towards the greatest summer ever? Who needs
to spend so much money on traveling overseas or paying to make memories?
Rather than stopping at your typical amusement park or high-end shopping plac
es (who wants to go there?), take a road trip and follow this map to a few unique
places and natural creations along the coast of California!

Nicole Onuska, Staff Reporter
NONUSKACSUMB.EDU

Take a Zoofari @ SEQUOAIA PARK ZOO. If you head up
there by May 19, you can join their "Brew at the Zoo" event
http://www.sequoiaparkzoo.net/Brew.html

With all the finals and stress this semester has brought upon all of us, we need
some good meditation and prayer for peace and rejuvenation. Come relax your
spirit @ SEA RANCH CHAPEL, a whimsical chapel out of a fairy tale.
http://www.thesearanchchapel.org/

Tired of the city, and hungry for some small town good
ies? ARCANGELI GROCERY COMPANY is located just
north of Santa Cruz in Pescadero. Also known as Norm’s
Market, they specialize in Italian artichoke breads, garlic
breads, salsa, appetizers, and more!
http://www.normsmarket.com/store/

Hole-in-the-wall restaurants can surprise you. Try the Mexican and Peru
vian food here at EL TORO LOCO in Pacifica. When you're done, step out
and enjoy this cute little town and the beautiful beach right in front of it!
http://www.yelp.com/biz/el-toro-loco-pacifica-2

Is your bum starting to hurt with all the driving? Come
relax and take a natural hot bath here at ESALEN HOT
SPRINGS in Big Sur. You deserve to treat yourself after
a long, hard semester of studying!
http://www.esalen.org/place/hot springs.html
Not so concerned about a postcard-type beach but
would like to barbecue and bonfire without the
crowds? DOCKWEILER BEACH in Los Angeles is for you.
http://beaches.lacounty.gov/wps/portal/dbh

Want to see Dr. Seuss inspired trees? But natural and real?!
If you don't mind driving a few miles inland come check out
the JOSHUA TREES in the Hidden Valley of 29 Palms.
http://www.nps.gov/jotr/index.htm

Stop for some coffee at KREUZBERG CA in San Luis Obispo. It's de
scribed as a hipster scene with food, music and pretty coffee! But
while you're in SLO, check out our little beach town of CAYUCOS and
our beautiful beach.
http://kreuzbergcalifornia.com/ & http://www.slostateparks.
com/cayucos_state_beach/defauit.asp

Summer Reading List
Zach Bartley, Staff Reporter
Z8ARTLEY@CSUMB.EDU

A Thirsty Thursday Tract
"B is for Beer" by Tom Robbins

The subtitle of this book is "A
children's book for grown-ups. A
grown-up book for children". The
first thing I should say is this is not
a book you should show children.
This means, of course, it is incred
ibly entertaining for us grown-ups.
Nearly-six-year-old Gracie Perkel
kicks off the short book by ask
ing her mommy, "...what's the stuff
Daddy drinks?" What ensues is an
entertaining little examination of
beer. What's great about this book
is how it's told. Of all the possible
framing devices for a book about
beer, a children's book is surely the
most original. This pint-sized book
is a fun one if you can get your
hands on a copy.
For

A Collection Of Works For the Sun
When Your Friends Say You Look
Too Darn Chipper
"The Road" by Cormac McCarthy

The Secret Lives of... Whales?
"Fluke" by Christopher Moore

Craving Some Alligator Action?
"Swamplandia!"by Karen Russell

Love (and Mishap) in the Time of
Cromwell
"As Meat Loves Salt" by Maria
McCann

The exclamation point in the title This one has been near the top of
Humorist and northern California of "Swamplandia!" is essential. This my book pile for some time now,
This has been a widely read work local Christopher Moore can be a is a book of the utterly ridiculous, but I've yet to read it. McCann is a
since it won the 2007 Pulitzer clever fellow, and this book is one which makes it a fun read. The secondary school teacher in Lon
Prize for Fiction, so I suggest you of his best. Set in Hawaii, "Fluke" novel is told by a woman recount don, and meticulously researched
ask a bookworm friend about it. follows the adventures of a Cetolo- ing her childhood. There are some and wrote this novel over the
Allow me to predict his or her an gist, or whale scientist, as he solves parts of her childhood I seriously course of a decade. It is set in 17th
swer: "Oh, man, that was an amaz the mystery of why the whales envy. Her family owned and oper century England, when the nation
ing book,but, wow, depressing as sing. Most authors would probably ated a small amusement park on an is embroiled in civil war. Amidst
you're going to get in a book." Fol get poetic about the inherency of island off the coast of Florida. The the turmoil, Jacob Cullen tells his
lowing the odyssey of an unnamed the need of expression amongst main attraction was her mother, story. He's accused of murder, loses
father and son as they meander all creatures. Not Moore: he sees a the alligator wrestler. You read that his fiancee, joins Oliver Cromwell's
through a post-apocalyptic waste good opportunity for some laughs. right: alligator wrestling mother. army, flees, and takes up a romantic
land, this book will make you feel There are jokes about Canada's love Russell keeps some of this absur relationship with one of his (male)
thankful for what you have. This is of hockey and, finally, we get an an dity going throughout the novel friends. Supposedly some of the ro
a fantastic book, and you should swer about Amelia Earheart's fate. while getting into some serious is mantic scenes get quite juicy. I can't
read it this summer; reading it in How Moore builds such a coherent sues and events. Readers who love wait to see how McCann weaves
the winter with the bleary weather story from the diverse subject mat a few well-formed and entertaining this plot together while flexing her
ter is a wonder to behold.
would be asking for trouble.
characters will enjoy this book.
history-researching muscles.
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Beauty is in the
Eye of the
Beerholder
Supporting Local Breweries in
Monterey County
PHOTO PROVIDED BY
NORA FAITH

Nora Faith, Staff Reporter
NFAITH@CSUMB.EDU

Most of you have probably had a
beer or two by now...those of you
21 and over, of course.
As college students, beer is the
drink of choice at student parties,
kick-backs, and barbeques. Orga
nizing what everybody wants to
drink at a party is way difficult, but
beer usually does a pretty darn
good job handling the situation.
The United States is home to
some of the greatest brews around
and, unfortunately, some of the
worst. College favorites include
everything from the good old Fat
Tire, Blue Moon, and Newcastle to
beers probably intended for those

on a tighter budget like Pabst Blue you could not get at many other
Ribbon (PBR), Bud Light, and—for places.
anyone really desperate—Natural
What comes to mind when you
Light or Keystone (God help us if think of Monterey? Is it the beach?
that is what you are drinking on a John Steinbeck? Or the nearest
Friday night). But what about the abundance of fast food places to
brews which are not sitting pretty eat? It will now conjure thoughts of
in every supermarket in America?
cold beer on tap.
Near Cal State Monterey Bay,
In Marina, on Reindollar Avenue,
three local microbreweries are a little side street you usually would
within price range and distance for not turn down unless you were lost,
the normal beer drinking college lies English Ales Brewpub. From the
kid who is going to be buying beer outside, the place doesn't look like
anyway. And no, we are not talking much. Sitting in a more industrial
about the Cannery Row Brewing part of Marina, a sign hangs outside
Company (who do not brew their reading "Pub and Cafe". The lights
own beer by the way), but three lo are dim, and the only hint of a good
cally owned breweries whose only time is the many cars, which usually
goal is to provide good quality beer line up and down the street.

Monterey County's 2009 pick for
Bartender of the Year, English Ales
provides at any given time eight,
British-style beers on tap which
include everything from a pale ale,
porter and stout, to whatever they
have brewing for the season.
Behind the Portola Hotel in the
Portola Plaza of Monterey sits Peter
B's Brewery and Restaurant. With
more of a loud younger crowd, Pe
ter B's has six beers on tap and a
louder touristy atmosphere. If you
want some good deals here, go to
Happy Hour.
And if you can make it out to Sa
linas, historic downtown is home
to the Monterey Coast Brewing
Company. All eight beers on tap

are clear, and they have $7 refills
for growlers on Thursdays — that's
seven dollars for 64 ounces of beer,
people.
It is pretty easy to make a between-class trip out to Marina or
Salinas or Monterey to taste some
of these works of art, and if you're
worried about your blood alcohol
level before you make the lengthy
trip home, they all have decent to
really good food to try. Remember
to always be safe and responsible,
of course. The point is, get out from
under your Budweiser that's been
sitting in that can for six months,
and support local beer.

Music Goes Full Circle
Record Store Reverberates Vinyl in Monterey Area
Robyn Simpson, Staff Reporter

Photo Provided by

RSIMPSON@CSUMB.EDU

As the now lightened wallet of
any regular music buyer will tell
you, April 21 was the fifth annual
record store day. It was a day of
celebration for bearded record
buyers everywhere and a verita
ble Christmas time for those who
spend their evenings brushing the
dust off their stacks of wax records,
debating the merits of analog ver
sus digital production techniques
while listening to the hi-fidelity
sounds of their favorite Wailers
albums.
In Monterey, you do not have

RECORDSTOREDAY.COM

to go far to spend some time at discounts and live performances find any), and in addition to their
an independent record store, with from local groups, such as Pacific 10 percent student discount, they
two fine establishments, Recycled Grove's Mozzo Kush, a local indie were knocking an extra couple
Records and Vinyl Revolution, on rock group who spent record store bucks off of the price of everyone's
Lighthouse Avenue, and a smaller day with their instruments set up purchase. The store was buzzing
CD shop over in downtown Marina. in the limited floor space of Vinyl with the activity of excited shop
Record Store Day is an impor Revolution
playing
for
the pers, most notably one gentleman
tant tool for independent music customers perusing the racks of who was purchasing the com
retailers to reach out to their dwin vinyl in search of classic albums ponents to set up his own home
dling customer base which is a to add their collection. Over at stereo. Happy Record Store Day
culturally diverse group of music Recycled Records, they had five indeed.
lovers who enjoy the time spent in crates of $1 CDs, and a surprisingly
Over in Marina, the small CD
the store just as much as listening substantial selection of Roots Reg shop was filled with the owner
to their new records when they get gae in their new arrivals section and a few of his friends who were
them home.
(which I cleared out, so don't be busy laughing and learning how to
Record Store Day is marked by surprised if you go there and can't download apps onto their iPhones.

The atmosphere was filled with
positive energy and the bright
sunshine coming in through the
windows made it a record store day
worth remembering.
If you have not been to any
of our local independent music
vendors yet, do yourself a favor:
make a day trip into Monterey to
spend some quality time with the
great people involved in our local
music community and maybe pick
yourself up something nice for you
to listen to when you get home.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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Eyes Like Satellites
Madison Gassner, Staff Reporter
MGASSNER@CSUMB.EDU

Putting Listeners into a Trance

Mike Linstead is a Human Commu of a relationship with a green-eyed
nication student and music artist lover to sea navigation. "Well it may
who is capable of putting listeners be too soon to tell / But I'd like to
into a dancin'trance as a member of float around with you I And ride on
the music group Eyes Like Satellites. your morning swell."
Linstead has often been been
Linstead is now an HCOM major
found outdoors, strumming his gui at Cal State Monterey Bay, but origi
tar, in North Quad this semester. He nally he planned to study music. He
plays as the rhythm guitarist for the dabbled in music classes at Cuesta
indie band out of San Luis Obispo, College in San Luis Obispo which
Eyes Like Satel
opened
his
lites, a name
eyes to the po
that came "on The band certainly has tential "com
the spot" dur
plexity" of mu
a strong internet
ing a perfor
sic. The classes
presence
mance,
and
and life clearly
"stuck" accord
had a wonder
ing to Linstead. Not only does he ful impact on his musical style and
play rhythm guitar, but he compos it's evident in the unforgettable
es the lyrics for the songs Eyes Like sound of the band as a group and
Satellites plays. His favorite lyrics are in Mike's style as a solo performer
simple, as he claims, "Simplicity is offering daily, relaxed "concerts" in
easier on the ears." The song "She's North Quad.
Got Green Eyes" captures that sim
The group has performed mul
plicity by comparing the navigation tiple times in multiple venues in-

eluding Whiskey-A-Go-Go in Hol
lywood and Downtown Brew in
San Luis Obispo. The music can be
found in many different places on
the internet and the band certainly
has a strong internet presence. A

search on Google will conjure a
selection of YouTube videos, along
with Myspace, Facebook and Twit
ter accounts and much more.
The sound can be compared to
bands who helped to inspire the

PHOTO PROVIDEO BY
EYES LIKE SATELLITES

TUPAC: Dead or Alive?
Madison Gassner, Staff Reporter
MGASSNER@CSUMB.EDU

Changing the Definition of "Real"

Tupac Shakur's appearance along to technology used in Japan. Tu
side rappers Snoop Dogg and Dr. pac's image is akin to something
Dre at Coachella Valley Music and anyone who's seen the Haunted
Arts Festival incited chills, even for Mansion at Disneyland can relate
those not attending the festival. to; it's called "Pepper's Ghost".
There has been a lot of discussion
It's also not like artists haven't re
surrounding Tupac's resurrection appeared on stage. One look online
due to the union of discomfort and related to the stir regarding Tupac's
amazement which was elicited.
reappearance, and it's clear it's hap
Is it frightening and creepy? You pened before. In a Diet Coke com
bet. His reappearance is unveiling mercial, for example, Humphrey
discomfort involving the unknown Bogart, James Cagney, and Louis
future of technology. Tupac's resur Armstrong were all resurrected for
rection, naturally, has conspiracy an appearance with Elton John for
the same goal: to sell Diet Coke. In
theorists raving.
Much of the current debate re another, older instance, similar con
volves around whether or not hu versation likely arose in response to
mankind should allow the dead the bulk of Emily Dickinson's poetry
to rest in peace. Some view it as being published after death. Reen
a negative aspect of our current acting the dead is humanity's way of
honoring them.
times which
are not cre
Tupac's
It would be difficult
mother is wide
ative enough
to get the not to find controversy ly known for
keeping a close
population
about this issue
excited about
eye on her son's
new
artists.
image, and she
No matter where you look, it would okayed the use of Tupac's image
be difficult not to find controversy at the Coachella festival. However,
about this issue.
due to the controversy, it's clear
As unsettling as it may have that although his mother may have
been, it's also fascinating. The tech been okay with it, she may not have
nology is rather simple compared been right in allowing her son's im

age to be used in such a way and
it's not like we can simply askTupac
his opinion.
Many minds are simply fren
zied regarding this issue, as it
raises a lot of questions and calls
for ample research. Some of the

more positive scenarios involving
the wide implementation of more
advanced technology involve the
benefits that it could have for edu
cation, for example. Welcome to
the future, right?

sound such as Minus The Bear, The
Black Keys, and 30 Seconds to Mars.
The group consists of five members:
singer Cory Anderson, bassist Eric
Wallace, guitarists Mike Linstead
and Matt Tuskan, and drummer
Tad Rice-Williams.To begin an Eyes
Like Satellites binge, begin with
the track "The World is Changing",
which can be found on YouTube,
and collide heads-on with the chill
ing realization "If I have nothing to
believe in/l fall into the earth."
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Music, Love, and Flowers
45th Anniversary of the 1967 Monterey Pop Festival
Nora Faith, Staff Reporter
NFAITH@CSUMB.EDU

Before Coachella, before Bonnaroo,
before Live Aid, and even before
Woodstock, there was the Monterey
International Pop Music Festival.
To mark the 45th anniversary of
this legendary event, the Museum
of Monterey opened its exhibit
"Music, Love & Flowers: Youth and
Culture in Monterey 1967 and Now."
On the beautiful weekend of
June 16,17, and 18,1967, the Sum
mer of Love in Monterey launched
the first music festival of its kind,
and set a standard for all future
music festivals.
Preceding Woodstock by two
years, it was the first commercial
American rock festival and was
based on the widely successful
Monterey Jazz festival. The non
profit event "seemed the right way
to give something back," producer
Lou Adler says in the documentary
Monterey Pop. All proceeds from
the festival and ancillaries (record
ings and marketing tie-ins) went
to the Monterey International
Pop Festival Foundation. At the
time, nobody really knew where

all the money was going, but the
foundation, even today, supports
initiatives including the San Fran
cisco Free Clinic, the Debbie Allen
Dance Studio in Harlem, and local
jazz institutes. As a defining mo
ment in pop music history, Adler
said the festival grew out of a con
versation regarding the"validation
of rock'n'roll music as an art form."
Other music genres like jazz and
folk had their festivals; it was now
rock'n'roll's turn.
Held at the Monterey County
Fairgrounds, the festival had over
100,000 people in attendance. It was
overcrowded to a point where, with
nowhere else to go, some patrons
had to be housed on the football
field of Monterey Peninsula College.
The Monterey Pop Music Festival
was the first big exposure for some
artists still well known today. The
festival saw the national debut of
Janis Joplin, who was just starting
out as a member of the band Big
Brother and the Holding Company.
Several photographs depict Joplin
as she drank a bottle of Southern
Comfort. The band was signed
based on their performance at the
festival.

The performance at the festival
of The Who, who had never re
ally been heard in America, marked
their breakthrough into American
mainstream music culture. Guitar
ist and founder Pete Townshend
smashed his guitar on stage as
smoke bombs went off, and guitar
ist Keith Moon kicked over his en
tire drum set.
Mainly performing for black audi
ences before the festival, Otis Red
ding gave one of his last shows at
the festival before dying in a plane
crash six months later. As the fa
mous photograph shows, winning
a coin toss to close the event was
the unknown band Jimi Hendrix THE UBIQUITOUS HIPPIE BUS IS PART OF THE EXHIBIT AT
PHOTO PROVIDED BY
Experience. While performing, Jimi MUSIC LOVE AND FLOWERS FESTIVAL
MUSEUM OF MONTEREY
Hendrix poured lighter fluid on his
guitar, lit it on fire, smashed it on the mances of all time happened at ping up around the United States
stage, and then continued to throw Monterey," Adler commented. In today."It is our intention to investi
its remnants into the audience.
fact, 32 acts were spread across gate this link between the genera
The festival also included leg the three-day festival to create the tions and to explore the powerful
endary performances by The groundbreaking milestone which reverberations that the Monterey
Mamas and The Papas, Jeffer became the stencil for the music Pop Festival started with an em
son Airplane, The Byrds, Buffalo festival scene.
phasis on the explosion of creativ
Springfield, The Grateful Dead,
The exhibit at the Museum of ity." The exhibit will be at the mu
and Indian musician Ravi Shankar, Monterey will focus on the cul seum until January 2013.
all of whom played for free, except tural, social, and political ways the
fora housing stipend.
festival inspired contemporary
"Some of the greatest perfor- youth-powered movements crop

Senoritas in Sombreros
Mariachi Reyna de Los Angeles
Sylvia Ramirez, Staff Reporter
SRAMIREZ(3GUMB.EDU

WHITE HOUSE TRIP

COURTESY OF MARIACHI REYNA

In a traditional musical genre
where songs are often written and
preformed by men, Mariachi Reyna
de Los Angeles has created its own
history. Since 1994, courageous
women have been challenging
the classical mariachi stereotype of
men-only mariachi bands by play
ing in an all-women group!
Back by popular demand and an
outstanding soldout performance
last spring, Mariachi Reyna de Los
Angeles is returning to Cal State
Monterey Bay's World Theater for
two performances on May 2 and 3.
"Mariachi Reyna de Los Angeles
is unique and different from male
dominated groups. The music we
play is new to the table,"said leader
of Mariachi Reyna de Los Angeles
Julissa "Julie" Murrillo.

CREATIVE COMMONS

Los Angeles is the first 12-member female group which captivities
audiences and reminds them of
the vivacious traditions and musi
cal heritage of Mexico created by
Jose Hernandez.
According to official website,
"Performances by Reyna de Los An
geles are mesmerizing, energetic
and irresistible. You will relish their
dynamic expression which fuels
the intensity and power character
istic of the mariachi. Experiencing
this embrace will instill within you
an exceptional taste of mariachi
with passion—the passion of Ma
riachi Reyna de Los Angeles*."
All the women of the group are
passionate and hard working wom
en having a difficulty with a part
time job. "We are all full time stu

dents, employees, and mothers but
we must incorporate Mariachi into
our lives." Most importantly, "Be
cause we love it so much it is not
impossible to do so," said Murrillo
Mariachi Reyna de Los Angeles
has released two successful al
bums: "Solo Tuyo (Yours Only) and
El Mejor Mariachi Feminino del
Mundo" (The Best Female Mariachi
in the World). These albums reflect
the group's dedication in every per
formance.
The two performances will begin
at 7:30 p.m. with prices of $29 for
general admission and $40 for the
Gold Circle.There are discounts avail
able for senior citizens, students, mili
tary and children. Tickets can be pur
chased by calling the World Theater
box office at (831) 582-4580.

SPORTS
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CSUMB Softball Gets Homefield
Advantage
Team will host first-ever NCAA regional at CSUMB
Patrick Kelley, Staff Reporter
PKELLEY@CSUMB.EDU

victories. In the sweep of UC San wants to leave wiggle room for the
There's even more reason to be Diego, Senior Jaime Moon batted NCAA selection committee. After
excited to be a Cal State Monterey .636 with a couple key doubles losing game one to Chico State in
Bay (CSUMB) Softball fan than while freshman Cori Reinhardt did the last inning of play the Otters
ever. If you haven't jumped on the the job on the
were set to face
bandwagon yet, you better soon. mound
going
CSUDH in the
The NCAA West
It might just leave without you. 3-0,
including
loser's bracket.
Coming off an incredible sweep a save in the
From
there,
Regional at CSUMB
of UC San Diego in La Jolla and a game she didn't
the Otters won
will be held this
second place finish in the California win. The save
three
games
clinched
the
Ot

Collegiate
Athletic
Associa
straight
over
weekend May 4-6,
tion (CCAA) tournament, not ters a share of
CSUDH, Chico
with
game
one
set
to mention a regular season the CCAA regu
State and UCSD
for Friday at Noon
co-championship with Cal State lar season title.
respectively.
Going
into
Dominquez Hills (CSUDH), the
between Dixie State Setting up a win
Otters have earned themselves the the CCAA tour
ner-take-all final
and UC San Diego.
right to host the first ever NCAA nament, held at
with UCSD. The
regional in CSUMB Athletics Arnaiz Stadium
magical tourna
history.
in Stockton, the Otters had virtu ment run would end with CSUMB
Once again, it was a combina ally clinched a spot in the top two falling
to
the
tion of great play by both freshmen in the regional standings meaning Tritons 4-1. The Otters finished sec
and upperclassmen that equaled they would host. Still, a team never ond. Attention then turned to the

Free Yourself
Drop off your gently used, clothing and household

items at one of the 10 Attended Donation
sites in Monterey County. For items too

large to drop off, inquire about a free pickup
at 1-800-894-8440.
Visit scgoodwill.org for locations.

of the Clutter!
Donate

GOODWILL
Our Business is Changing Lives!

Reuse, Recycle & Revisit

OTTER SHORTSTOP JACKIE SERNA FOLLOWS
THROUGH ON HER SWING VERSUS SF STATE.

NCAA selection show slated for 7
a.m. on Monday.
Along with some of the pro
gram's biggest fans, the Otter
softball team waited to hear their
name and seed to be called on the
projector in the Student Center.
Unfortunately, technical difficulties
with the NCAA's site put a hitch in
the drama. Via email, Director of
Athletics Vince Otoupal read the re
sults. The Otters had earned the No.
2 seed and will play host to No. 7
Montana State-Billings, No. 3 Dixie
State and No. 6 UC San Diego.
At the conclusion of CCAA play
(including the CCAA tournament),
several CSUMB records were
broken. Reinhardt finished with
a record 23 wins in the circle as
she went 23-3 with a 1.61 ERA.
Reinhardt also tied the record in
saves in a season with four saves.
Records weren't only broken
on the mound: many came at the
plate for the Otters. Junior left
fielder Angelina Orozco set the
record for triples in a season and
career with 9 and 15 respectively.
Freshman first baseman Nina
Villanueva
tied
the
record
for home runs with 15 and
set the record for RBI at 68.
Senior shortstop Jackie Serna

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
MONTE URAKAMI

drew a record 42 walks while also
recording a record 8 sacrifice flies.
Senior center fielder Jaime Moon
hit a record 21 doubles this season.
The fan support of this team
shouldn't go unnoticed. The
cheers in favor of the Otters have
been quite clear, especially at
home, which only plays more into
CSUMB's hands with the oppor
tunity to host. CSUMB Associate
Director of Athletics Stephanie
Duke on hosting,
"Hosting regionals in softball
is great visibility for our univer
sity, athletic department, and our
softball program. The hard work
of the players and coaches have
now given them the best oppor
tunity to advance to the national
championships," said Duke.
The NCAA West Regional at
CSUMB will be held this weekend
May 4 through 6, with game one
set for Friday at noon between
Dixie State and UC San Diego.
The Otters will take on Montana
State-Billings in the second game,
slated for a 2:30 p.m. start. It's a
double-elimination bracket, and
the winner will play at the NCAA
West Superregional tournament.
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Disc Golf Team Wins in Augusta

Team PlacesFourth in
Championship
Erika Murillo, Staff Reporter
EMURILL0@CSUM8.EDU

Crowds left over from the Masters, all eight members finished well
one of golf's most prestigious tour individually and, as a team, they
naments, stayed in Augusta, Geor shot the best. According to Brian
gia, to witness a different take on Rambler, senior and member of
the traditional sport. The National the disc golf team, the team was,
Collegiate Disc Golf Championship "Ballin' Outrageous," at the tour
hosted a slew of Universities from nament. Rambler's response to
all over the country including Cal how the team approached the
State Monterey Bay (CSUMB).
tournament was, "Mash drives
The disc golf team, which also and bang putts!"
happens to be a club on campus,
The team of eight was divided
has been invited to this prestigious into two groups of four which
event for the past three years. Not competed in two different divi
many know this sport or its relation sions. Division A and B. The di
to the well-known sport of golf. vision A team finished seventh
Disc golf is similar to golf in scoring overall in their division while di
and the names of the devices used vision B took second place over
to hit, or in disc golf's case, throw.
all in their division.
As the name suggests, disc golf
This was not the team's only
uses different discs otherwise success. Sam Bahlenhorst, ju
known as Frisbees. The discs vary nior,
became the individual
for each shot.The discs come in dif National Putting Champion as
ferent shapes, colors, and weights. well as placing fourth overall in
There are drivers, putters, and discs division A. "We basically tore up,
used for range. The object of the ripped the competition to shreds,"
game is to get the disc into the Bahlenhorst said. Rambler also
hole, or basket, which is suspended had a hole in one.
in the air.
Other achievements by the
Daniel Messina, senior, Business, nationally-ranked team includ
a disc golf member, stated disc golf ed being the first and only uni
is just like golf but notes the ele versity to have an international
ments can be an advantage to the student participate in the com
thrower. "Disc golf is more about petition. Fumihide Kohori, an ex
becoming one with
change student
the elements," Mes
Japan, won
We basically tore from
sina stated. With no
the most fun
up, ripped the
special technique
wins award for
on how to throw
his participation
competition to
the disc, Messina in
in the tourna
shreds
sists you can throw
ment. Another
it
any way you
Otter, Brandon
want.
White, is cur
On campus, disc golf is both a rently ranked sixth overall in the
club and a team, although they do country which gives him the title
not receive any financial backing All-American. Merle Witvoet is
from the school. The top players in the team's coach.
the club play on the team.
The team performed so well
In order to fund the trip to they have been invited back the
Nationals the team had to raise next year. However well they
roughly $5,000, which they did did this year, the majority of the
through countless fundraising ef team is graduating this spring,
forts. Their efforts were not in vain. leaving a huge gap in the team's
According to the team members, composition.

THE TEAM POSES WITH THEIR THOPHIES

SENIOR
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C L ASS

GIFT

You Otter Give Back!
Did you know over 1,200 seniors will graduate this May?
Together you can make an IMPACT on the future of CSU Monterey Bay.

Be the FIRST Senior Class to Give Back and create a Legacy of Support!

The Associated Students is challenging each member of the 2012 Senior Class to
participate, regardless of amount.
www.give.CSUMB.EDU/senior-class-gift

CSUMB.2012.Senior.Class.Gift
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Not Such a Grand Ol' Party for
Womankind
weeks before conception. Basically, cannot be executed, it makes no gave pregnancy tests to women,
if you're a virgin living in Arizona, sense for the "innocent baby"to be and taxed those who were infer
you could already be pregnant and murdered. This is the same politi tile. This happens when women are
not even know it.
cian who openly said he does not limited in their choice to become
In South Dakota, a bill is under believe in a separation between child-bearers and caretakers. The
consideration which would allow church and state.
backlash against legalized abortion
family members of a pregnant
The GOP tends to put their Chris is disheartening and ominous.
woman to murder the doctor who tian morals first. In 2004, George W.
If abortion is made illegal, it won't
would perform an abortion on her, Bush defended his international re stop happening; it would simply
by changing the state's legal defini lations this way. "I believe that God be replaced by, best case scenario,
tion of justifiable homicide.
wants everybody to be free. That's some compassionate doctor risking
Mike Pence's amendment to what I believe. And that's one part his career to save a woman from an
Emilie Rodrigues, Staff Reporter
ERODRIGUES@CSUMB.EDU
completely remove federal fund of my foreign policy." Abortion is awful fate, or much worse, a creepy
ing for Planned Parenthood was pretty high on the Christian no-no back-alley coat hanger style op
Since 1973, when Roe v. Wade passed by the House of Represen list, so it is also pretty vital to the eration that many women probably
made abortion legal in the U.S., tatives by a 240-185 vote, even Republican platform.
have nightmares about.
Let us, for a moment, put God
politicians and civilians have though the Hyde Amendment, in
Another lesson Americans might
worked hard to overturn it. Now, place since 1976, already guaran aside and pretend that our govern learn from Ceausescu's reign of ter
in 2012, the "The Grand Ol' Party tees that no federal money will ment truly respects the constitu ror, economist Steve Levitt points
(GOP)" seems to be working even go toward funding abortion. This tional amendment guaranteeing its out, is the correlation between le
harder to suppress women's rights is certainly not the political right's citizens freedom of (and from?) reli galized abortion and a drop in the
to abortion and birth control in first or last attack on Planned Par gion. What could be the reason for crime rate. The numbers are con
what California Senator Barbara enthood this year.
putting an end to legalized abor sistent both in Romania and in the
What do Republican politicians tion? The motives for Romanian United States. Levitt suggests that
Boxer calls a "war on women." Or
have to say about rape survivors? Dictator Nicolae Ceausescu's 1966 as much of half of the 1990s crime
are we just being sensitive?
Some recent grievances against Many, like Rick Santorum, believe ban on abortion were politically drop was an unintended conse
women's rights include the three that, even in this situation, abor charged; in a struggling economy, quence of Roe v. Wade.
different anti-abortion bills passed tion is wrong. The former presiden he hoped to increase his workforce.
I know from experience that
by Arizonan legislators. One de tial candidate explains that since He went so far as to create men abortion doesn't have to turn a
fines pregnancy as beginning two it was recently ruled that a rapist strual police who rounded up and woman into a shameful figure haul-

ing along emotional baggage and
the terrible burden of guilt. She
does not have to be a soulless slut,
either. According to current data,
one in three American women will
have an abortion in their lifetime.
Some choose to terminate because
they are too young and others be
cause they have too many children
already. Regardless, women who
choose to terminate their pregnan
cies are as likely to raise children as
the rest of the population.
Most American women will rely
on birth control at some point in
their lives, and about 33 percent
of women will have an abortion.
Denying women the rights to pre
vent or terminate a pregnancy is
an affront to the basic civil rights
of women, and voters who hope to
protect women's inclusion should
consider the stance of GOP poli
ticians to be nothing less than a
stance against women.

Dissecting "Graffiti Girl"
High School and College Students Collaborate in Lit Project
Estella Porras, Otter Realm Advisor

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY
ESTELLA PORRAS PROFFESOR LOPEZ AND SEASIDE HIGH STUS^NTS

EPORRASA@CSUMB.EDU

Very few times college students
have the chance to sit, mingle, lis
ten and learn from as well as with
high school students. However
last month, the Liberal Arts Litera
ture class made room for a group
of visitors from Salinas' Alisal High
School, and another group from
Seaside High. All together, work
ing in a collaborative manner, had
a mission: to analyze Kelly Parra's
young adult novel Graffiti Girl.
"It is a lot easier to get through
[the novel] and have a good time
learning... especially interacting in
small groups, and not being afraid
to give an opinion," said Felix Solis
from Seaside High, visibly excited
to engage in a discussion on litera
ture side by side with college stu
dents in an spacious library room.

Parra's novel tells the journey
of Angel, a teen artist finding her
identity trough her art, and making
hard choices in a troubled commu
nity rich of cultural references to
the Latino culture. This story reso
nates to the young readers. "That
is the reality of high school where
people are divided in groups," said
Vicente Garcia from Alisal High. "It
is about teens dealing with peer
pressure; trying to fit in, find who
they really are," added Ixel Cer
vantes, also from Salinas'Alisal.
Professor Miguel Lopez, Lib
eral Studies teacher, is the one or
chestrating the project. He invited
teachers and mentors, Theresa
Gonzalez and Tessa Spurlock, and
created the bridges between the
two types of learners to participate

in a collaborative experience. Last
semester he hosted, in his class, a
session with Kelly Parra, the nation
ally celebrated author, who is origi
nally from Salinas.
Parra's novel became the equiv
alent of a frog in a biology class.
Lopez set up the task: dissect it.
"Work inside the text," he asked the
students. They were expected to
identify the structure, find intricate
relationships among characters,
find evidence and dig deeper ask
ing questions about meaning be
fore arriving to any conclusion.
With markers and large sheets
of papers, mixed groups of college
and high school youth drew webs
of connections of characters and
themes; traced their trajectory, and
figured out emerging themes, ten-

sions, and possible meanings.
The task seemed much more
complex than what high schoolers
were used to, but more rewarding.
Melanie Williams, from Seaside
High, asserted "[this exercise gives
us] new ways to look at the texts
and new tools and ways to under
stand a book.
And Solis also from Seaside add
ed, "Here we are expected to think
critically, not to be fed the answers
from the teachers."
The animated discussion shows
that there is not one right or wrong
way to read. The students take
home lessons and much inspira
tion: "[This activity] gives you in
sight not only on reading a book
but also solving a problem in life...
you analyze it and try to figure it

out and come out to a conclusion
It is a lesson for life, it is like a tactic,"
concluded Williams.
Besides sharpening skills in ana
lysing literature, identifying moral'
questions, and social and ethical
issues raised by the novel, students
gained something else, a peek of
college life. "[It] makes me relax,
makes me feel like I want to go to
college!" said Catalina Cruz from
Seaside High about her visit to
CSUMB as other students nodded
in agreement.

PROFFESOR LOPEZ AND ALISAL HIGH STUDENTS
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Insert Word
My College Experience was____________
Nicole Onuska, Staff Reporter
NONUSKA@CSUMB.EDU

For this year's 2012 Graduates, this
is that time in your life when you
start reflecting on your college ex
perience here at Cal State Universi
ty Monterey Bay (CSUMB). Whether
you're a transfer, a four-year CSUMB
Otter, or a one-semester student,
your experience matters. There
are two paths all students choose
or unknowingly head towards:
growth or stagnation.
Just to throw it out there, all
our experiences will differ based
on gender, ethnicity, race, socio
economic and marital status, per
sonality, age, major, classes and
all those other things that make
each student unique. One thing
is for sure: we all want our college
years to be not just productive
but amazing. These years involve
growth and development.
So how do you do that? I have
two simple truths: people and risk.
As human beings, we are wired to
connect. We are social and emo
tional beings that thrive on inter

personal relationships and belong
Taking risks is key to other as fire. We can burn brighter than the
ing. Mayo Clinic, a nonprofit group pects in our lives. You can't learn sun."
focused on medical care, research everything in the classroom or just
Not all people are able to utilize
and education, argue friendships by reading books. You can't. The college as a transition into the real
can impact your health and well world is just too big to ignore, and world. There's something about the
ness. These relationships "increase in order to really apply what you're nature of young people and the
your sense of belonging and pur learning, you need to step outside spirit we all have deep within us that
pose," "boost your happiness," help these buildings and start making makes us unique and, I don't want done before; something which
will benefit the Monterey com
"reduce stress," improve "your self connections with the community to say it but I will, special.
worth," can "help you cope with around you. That means joining
Some of you may be saying, munity I've learned to love. I took
traumas," and "encourage you to clubs, volunteering at the children's "You're crazy, lady. You don't know a huge risk not knowing what the
change or avoid unhealthy lifestyle center or local events, stepping my schedule. You don't know outcome would be. I had to trust
habits such as excessive drinking or into leadership positions, getting a what's going on in my life now. I and believe the people that I col
lack of exercise."
part-time jobTHATYOU ENJOY (not can't do all these fun things." And laborated with will help me reach
The idea of risk comes into play just for the money), starting a new you have the right to say that. Life that goal. The whole process, not
if you're one of those who are shy Greek chapter, working out, explor happens and we have to deal with just the end result, was astonish
and have a difficult time in build ing beautiful Monterey, trying new it, but regardless of what stage ing. Out of the four semesters I've
ing relationships due to fear of re foods, or doing a triathlon (I did). you're at in life or what is happen been here at CSUMB, this was by far
jection or embarrassment. I truly Being in college is a great opportu ing, connecting with people and the best. The risk and challenges I
believe we cannot survive college nity to try new things and it's okay taking risks are two concepts that had to overcome made me a more
without connecting with other to make mistakes (that aren't life apply to everyone. If we want to confident, strong and much hap
people. This is the time when you threatening, of course). Why? Be grow and develop academic, per pier person.
For those not graduating, what
need to start learning how to build cause our society has a saying, "Oh, sonal and professional skills, you
will you do to make your college
and maintain relationships. It will they're just young and naive." And need those two things.
translate into how you function in that's okay! Like the lyrics in the
For my Capstone project, I said experience extraordinary? When
the workforce. It will translate into song "We Are Young" by fun.- "We I was going to do something big; you're fifty years old, how will you
your life after all this.
are young, so let's set the world on something which has never been describe it?

The Issue with the Unit Cap
Claire Main, Staff Reporter
CMAIN@CSUMB.EDU

More Classes Please
For a college student, signing seniors with 90 units or more. Ac classes I need in order to graduate
up for classes is one of the most cording to the Office of the Regis are offered once a year, meaning,
stressful situations you can experi trar, they are "working closely with because of the unit cap, instead
ence. I have been doing it for the the academic Deans to assure they of graduating in the Fall of 2012
last three years, and it has yet to offer as many classes as possible I now have to wait another year
get any easier. The goal for most and students will be able to make just to take one class. "I think the
students at Cal State Monterey Bay steady progress toward their de 17 unit cap is a back way of raising
(CSUMB) is to graduate and get on grees." Steady is correct. In fact, so tuition," said Rafael Gomez, Presi
with their lives, but it seems the steady it will most likely take the dent of the California Faculty Asso
university has other plans for the four year plan and throw it out the ciation (CFA). "Now, when people
students. I understand the budget window. "I think it's ludicrous! What come to school with the knowl
is being cut, and universities are about the kids who don't have jobs edge of Spanish we can only give
having a tough time. This is why, or who want to graduate in three them four units, instead of units
throughout the last couple years, and a half years? Now they can't," for all the classes they skipped."
CSUMB students have experienced said Miranda Squires, freshman,
I believe the university has their
increased tuition and much need Communication Design."That's priorities turned around. Instead of
ed classes being cut. This makes a what I wanted to do; now it's im wasting money watering the grass
four year plan an extremely diffi possible."
every night in a place where it rains
cult feat to accomplish.
I couldn't agree with Miranda and mists half the time, or painting
As if students weren't having more. While I was signing up for the buildings again when the old
enough problems already, a 17 unit classes for next semester, I had a paint hasn't even worn down they
cap is now being implemented for difficult time finding classes that should be focusing on the students.
all students except for Business were offered and would count
CSUMB has been complaining for
and ESTP students and graduating for my major. All but three of the the last couple years about the lack

of housing, and doing everything
they possibly can to get one more
room for one more student. Now,
with this unit cap and classes being
canceled or offered only once a year,
students are going to have to stay
longer. This uses up valuable hous
ing space which could have been
offered to an incoming freshman.
What does this mean? Either the
university is going to have to build
more housing using more money
that could have been put to better
use, or kick students out of housing
who may not be able afford any
thing else.
Students are having enough
trouble paying for the four years
they need to be here without the
added weight of financial aid, class
es being cut, the unit cap and the
possibility of housing being cut.
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Bob is very dependable, and always
there for you. When Bob comes
over, he tends to be kind of noisy, so
make sure you turn some music on.
He is never too tired or too drunk,
and ladies, Bob always finishes the
job. You never have to go down on
him and he doesn't hog the bed. He
is committed to you and never flirts
with your friends. Bob is STD free
and never minds a little stubble. He
is the only one who ALWAYS satis
fies you (you don't even have to
fake it). Bob is your "Battery Oper
ated Boyfriend": Your vibrator, your
main squeeze, your number one.
Women and the topic of "self
pleasure" is kind of taboo in our so
ciety and is rarely acknowledged.
It is an ongoing joke that men are
avid porn watchers and are always
"jacking off", but what about all
the sexually-in-control women out
there. What about them? Michelle
Ferrari, Senior, Psychology, says,
"Guys can always talk about beat
ing off, like no big deal, but even if
I do, I feel like I can't talk about it."
According to hercampus.com,
65% of college women own a vi
brator. This mean all those women
have a sparkly toy hidden under
the bed or tucked away in their bra
and panty drawer and it stays hid
den till they're ready to play. Usual
ly, this is when their partner leaves
them unsatisfied, or when she
comes home from a night out...
alone. Your bed is empty, but you're

not ready to sleep; here comes Bob
to save the day.
It is amazing how many women
say they have never experienced
the oh so wonderful "O". You either
have an amazing relationship with
the big O or you have never even
met her. "I was a 19 year old wom
an and had never experienced an
orgasm- that was until my friend
bought me a vibrator," said an
anonymous student.
Vibrators play a pivotal role in
the sex lives of women. According
to Brittney Diaz, Senior, Kinesiol
ogy, "I like vibrators because most
of the time guys don't even make
a girl orgasm and that's where the
vibrator comes in. It does the job
most guys can't."
If women are continuously be
ing unsatisfied by their partners,
why don't they just bring out their
toys in bed and make the whole ex
perience much more satisfying? "I
wouldn't be weirded out: less work
for me," said Joshua Cole, Senior,
Global Studies.
"Bust that vibrator out if helps
you get off. In the end, I'm just try
ing to get one off too," stated Robby
Philips, Senior, Business.
It's every man for himself when it
comes to "getting off", so don't be
afraid to embrace yourself. There is
no shame in investing in a battery
operated friend. Your vibrator will
be your real "friend with benefits".

Virginia Brown, Staff Reporter
VBR0WNS@CSUMB.EDU

Pegging: verb, present participle;
a reversal of the typical format of
anal sex for heterosexual couples,
when a woman wearing a strap-on
anally penetrates a man. Most men
can dish it, but few men can take it.
Frottage: noun; non-penetrative sex
had with clothing on. Done in pri
vate or public, like at the club, and
often referred to as dry humping or
grinding. And that's why the nuns
used to tell you to leave six inches
for Jesus at the church dance.
Voyeurism: noun; the practice
of getting sexual pleasure from
watching others perform sexual
acts, usually in secret or from an
unknown vantage point. A voyeur
is an exhibitionist's dream.
Exhibitionism: noun; the practice
of getting sexual pleasure from
performing sexual acts for others'
viewing pleasure. An exhibitionist
is a voyeur's dream.
Daddy kink: noun; a form of age
play wherein a man acts as a paren
tal figure and may scold, punish, or
educate the other partner about
sex. Not to be confused with Father
kink, which is about priests.
Dominance/submission:
noun;
roles of authority and subordina
tion taken on by partners. D/s, as it is
commonly known, can range from
something as simple as one partner
being more decisive or in charge
during sex to one partner being
completely obedient to the other.
BDSM: noun; acronym for Bondage/
Discipline/Sado[M]asochism. Bond
age involved tying one's partner up,
discipline the deriving of punish
ments for a 'disobedient' partner,
and sadomasochism the giving and
taking of pain in order to feel plea
sure. Having two sadists or two mas
ochists in bed together is one of the
worst match ups possible.
Sploshing: verb, present participle;
taking pleasure from placing food
on another person and usually
eating it off of them. The partner
whom is being covered in food may
take pleasure from the sensation as
well. It is one of the most difficult
acts to clean up after.
Yiffing: verb, present participle; re
fers to cybersex or sexual contact
between members of the furry
fandom, people with interest in an
thropomorphic creatures. Original
ly came from the sound foxes make
when mating.That's right, foxes.
Swinging: verb, present participle;
trading partners with other cou
ples for sex. Different from poly
amory in that emotions are not
usually involved. May take place at
parties. Often becomes the gate
way drug to orgies.

Graduating seniors, do you ever
look back at your memories of
CSUMB and wish you had done
more? Students, do you wonder
how the rest of your time at CSUMB
will go? Of course you do, but do
you ever consider the places on
campus you have had or will some
day have sex?
Ranked from one to five stars
based on difficulty and risk five be
ing the most risky, are some cam
pus locations you may still have
time to have sex in before the se
mester ends.
The Dorms: *
This is probably the easiest place
on campus to have sex. It's all
rooms! Now, doing it in the lobby
or the laundry room is a differ
ent story. Sex in every dorm is just
showing off.
The Library:***
There are tour groups, teachers,
classes, crowds of people, security
guards and cameras, but with so
much space to hide andvery con
venient hours, the library remains a
possibility to explore.
The woods: **
Privacy and lack of visibility are
abundant here, but the inconve
nience of location and likelihood
of discomfort may turn off some
people. Beware of poison oak!
The pool: ****
The inconvenient hours, amount
of people and constant supervi
sion make this location a little too
difficult. The sheer bragging rights,
however, might still be tempting
enough for some.
The DC: ****
Once again, limited hours, amount
of people and lack of places make
the DC a very difficult place to find
enough time unnoticed and alone.
For the sake of sanitation, don't
bother.
Chapman:***
Like the library, there are students,
teachers, classes and tours almost
constantly here. However, the
amount of space and classrooms
do create some spaces. Watch out
for security cameras and be quick.
World Theater: ****
With even more inconvenient
hours than the pool, the World The
ater is one of the most inaccessible
campus locations. When open, it is
crawling with people. Your best bet
would be the bathroom, but you
can have sex in any old bathroom.
Not worth the risk.
UPD:******
Don't. Just don't.
Abandoned buildings: **
There are so many abandoned
buildings here on Ford Ord. Why
not knock two off your list: go Ording and have sex? The potential
discomfort may be too much, but
privacy is near guaranteed. Beware
of glass, splinters or rusty nails and
make sure you're up to date on
your tetanus shot.
Good luck getting lucky!
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Have you ever wondered why so many foster children get adopted into abusive or broken homes? Have you ever wished you could help a child in need
but haven’t been able to adopt one? Well here is your opportunity to make a donation to a nonprofit agency that is determined to not only find safe
homes for children, but to follow up with the families and support them as well. Kinship Center is a California nonprofit agency that creates and sup
ports permanent families for children through adoption, relative care giving or other guardianship. They try to provide permanent rather than tempo
rary solutions, as decades of research have shown that children need stable, permanent families in order to thrive.
They not only pride themselves in finding homes that the children will be happy in, but they provide programs and services that work with parents
and children. They provide programs to educate new adoptive families on how to have a successful adoption, therapy for families dealing with crisis,
mental health programs, and many more. Kinship Center makes the difference in the lives of so many children every day. With help from you, they can
continue helping children have happier, more successful lives. All it takes is a small donation from you. Your donation to Kinship Center is also taxdeductable with this tax ID #94-2971761.

Please make checks payable to Kinship Center to: Kinship Center Development Office 124 River Rd. Salinas, CA 93908 or call (831) 455-4712 to donate
by phone.

Thank you for your time and consideration,

Alysia Murdock

I am from Aztec Warriors, Revolutionaries, and Civil Rights
Leaders
By: Lily Castrellon

I am from the roots planted
with the hardworking hands of myAbuelo Pedro and
Abuelo Martin who came as braceros in the 1950s.
Abuelito Martin brought myAbuelita Clarita to this side of the
border,
where I am from, and where she planted calla lilies in our frontyard
every spring as she sang along with her colorful parakeets.

I am from the active ranchos of Zacatecas,
where the quiquiriqui of the roosters wake el rancho

to begin the day's work.
I am from the pacific waters ofJalisco,
where my tios are street vendors.
jPAPITAS! they call to passersby.
I am from the busy streets of Los Angeles,
where helicopters and sirens plague the sky.
I am from the sweet songs my mother would sing to us at night,
Pim pon es un muneco
muy guapo y de carton...
the sounds of love and security,
the feeling of serenity.
I am from the hands of a custodian,

my father,
who embraced his marine training- ooh-rah!
And with persistence and determination became plant manager.
He taught me discipline and perfection.
I am from these two souls together,
....Continued atOtterRealm.net

From the Heart
by Natalie Portera

Feeling lost, feeling sad
You were the best I ever had
Its my future I've begun to fear
Now that you are no longer here

Battle the heartbreak with drugs and booze
But in the end I always lose
Try to smile because you asked me so
If I could go back, I'd beg you not to go

But here I am, in this thorny bed I've made
While the memories in my head never fade
My conscience fills with too much sorrow
Hearing that old lie, "Things will be better tomorrow"
Despite all of this, I wish you well
I'll never tell you to burn in hell
Achieve your dreams dear, I know you will
Think of me fondly when you have time to kill

And while you're gone I'll find release
But I just wanted to let you know
That I will always, always love you so.

SUBMISSIONS
Ever wanted to have something published in a
newspaper?
Now is your chance!
The Otter Realm is now looking for creative works of poetry, short stories, letters
to the editor, and reviews. Send your submissions to submissions@otterrealm.net.
Our print limit is 500 words, but we will publish the rest at www.otterrealm.net
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Otter On
Campus
Question

OTTERS ON CAMPUS

1. What are you looking forward to in the Summer?
2. What would you ask President Obama if you had the chance to meet him?
3. What was the funniest thing that happened to you this academic year?
4. If you could live in a different country, where would you live?
5. What three things can you not live without?

1. I’m looking forward to sleeping in and exploring
the Monterey Area.
2. I'm not a very political person, but I'd ask him
to come visit our school and put an In-N-Out in
Marina.
3.I came to class early on the fist day, sat in the
front row and was handed the class syllabus. Then
the teacher said, "That's all for today!" I left class
very happy to be done so early. Then, after looking
at the syllabus, I realized I had sat in the last couple
minutes of the wrong class.
4. I'd live in either Canada or Australia
5.1 cannot live without my family, friends, and
music.
MicheleITCD
Junior,
Meyer

11. Moving to a new city and starting a career in film
production even if I have to start from the bottom.
2. Can we be like England and have student loans
be excused if you haven't paid them by the time
[we're 30? OR can you just take away student debt all
together?
3. Meeting Jose Villalba (I guess)
4. England because I've met a lot of my boyfriend's
tamily members from England and I love them!
5. Rice cooker, Chapstick, and Shaun Day
Tara Diego,
Senior,
TAT
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1. Sleep and hang out with a bunch of my friends!
2. Can you reduce the student loans?
3. My whole year was extremely fun and there were events
that I don't recall.
4. Europe
5. My phone, sugar shenanigans, and my laptop.

Jose Villalba,
Freshman,
Global Studies

1. Getting my art projects done and collaborating with
friends on them. Also Maker Faire.
2. Which Street Fighter character do you play as?
3. I can't put a specific event into mind. My whole group of
friends generates hilarity.
4. I'm a sucker for Italian food, Japanese electronics, English
music...everyone's food really. I'd probably make my own
country and run it as a huge restaurant.
5. Food, air, and water. I'm pretty sure everybody needs
those. Assuming those are provided; good friends, a place to
work, and a sketchbook.

Isaac Salume,
Junior,
VPA

1. Sleep! And going back to work so that I can make more
money.
2. Can you adopt me please?? Cool, thanks!
3. Nothing "Funny" necessarily but, I am very lucky to have
had such good roommates and hall mates. We all got along
perfectly.
4. The U.K., I love it there!
5. iPhone, debit card, and my clothes.
Ambrey Young,
Freshman,
Business

The Otter Realm Would like to thank the Register-Pajaronian of
WatsonVil e. We appreciate Doing Business and look Forward to
another year of continued success in our partnership.
We would also like to thank the CSUMB community and Otter
Realm Staff. It had been a great year!
Thank you for the support.
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Brain Doctors Without Borders
Monterey Company Connects Cognitive
Experts to a School in Mexico City

GABY BERLANGA

RAMIREZ WITH

SOME OF HER
STUDENTS
ATCATIC

Adam Dikeman,
Otter Romp Reporter
ADIKEMAN@CSUMB.EDU

In a brightly colored room with
plenty of free walking space and
filled with toys well organized in
their buckets, a black cloth is laid
across a plastic table. A woman
with light skin and long tobacco
brunette hair is operating the cloth
like a magician. A small child sits at
the table with curious eyes that
bounce around with excited an
ticipation while the woman above
her pulls out a box from beneath
the table. She reaches into the box
and pulls out what appears to be
a Fruit Loop—just one, a yellow
one—and places it in a corner of
the tablecloth. The child, named
Maria, plucks it up as soon as it is
placed down and throws it into her
mouth. The woman, named Gabri
ela Berlanga Ramirez (called Gaby
by friends and colleagues), cheers
for Maria.
They are in a classroom in
Mexico City at a center called CATIC—the Center for Technological
Support for Communication and
Learning. It is the only school in
Mexico City (a city of about 18 mil
lion) to specialize in Augmentative
and Alternative Communication
(AAC) services. These are services
for people with a range of disabili
ties including (but not limited to)
Down syndrome, cerebral palsy,
autism, aphasia, and amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis.
The center was established in
2005 by Berlanga as well as Mar
cela Manzur Camacho for peo
ple with severe communication

disabilities. The mission was not
only vital due to the lack of facili
ties at the time (and to this day),
but because communicative dis
abilities are rising throughout the
world at a steady rate. It is esti
mated there are several million
people in the United States unable
to produce intelligible speech due
to a range of developmental and
acquired disabilities.
In Monterey, CA, Dr. Sarah Black
stone watches Gaby and Maria
carefully on a computer monitor,
having received this video clip
from Gaby recently via email. She
sees carefully how Gaby proceeds
to exchange the black cloth for a
white one, repeating the process
with the Fruit Loop in the corner of
the table. Maria again recognizes
it and enjoys her sugary reward.
Then the cloth turns to checkered,
then a more complicated plaid. Fi
nally, a cloth of many stripes and
patterns with multiple colors is
presented and Maria again finds
the treasure. Dr. Blackstone is sur
prised, "I didn't think she'd get
that one because there's so much
to process there. Once she rec
ognizes there's something there,
she can start to figure some other
things out."
This process of perceptual or
ganization is called Figure Ground
organization, often associated
with two facial silhouettes op
posing each other, forming a vase
in the white space in between.
With Maria, who is four years old,
Blackstone wanted to know if she
was having problems separating
background patterns (such as the
ones on the tablecloths) from fig

ures (the Loop). Without knowing
how her brain processes the pat
terns, it was not possible to know
how much information she was
really taking in. Now that CATIC
is armed with a more complete
understanding of her capabili
ties, Maria is able to communicate
more. Specialists must know what
a person is working with before
they can lend their expertise.
Diego is another student at
CATIC. He is three years old. His
family doctor had deemed Diego
to have normal visual-cognitive
connections because Diego's eyes
seemed to be fine. However, Ber
langa was not making much prog
ress so she asked for Blackstone's
expertise. She contacted other ex
perts who found that Diego has a
developmental disconnect which
prevents him from registering
what he sees into what he knows.
Luckily, the collaboration of CATIC
and ACI (Augmentative Communi
cation Inc.) lead to a new, accurate
diagnosis of Diego.
Collaboration of Experts

This collaboration is the result
of a partnership between CATIC
and ACI which is headed by Dr.
Blackstone. Their mutual goal is to
gather multiple experts in the field
of cognitive communications to
assess, diagnose, and help to treat
the students at CATIC.The collabo
ration began in June 2011.
Berlanga has intimate connec
tions with the Bridge School, an in
ternationally recognized bay area
school leading in the field of AAC.
Berlanga was a recipient of the
Teacher-In-Residence Award at the
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Bridge School in 2004-05.
Berlanga took the knowledge
and training from her Bridge
School experience back to her
home country of Mexico and start
ed CATIC, in response to the lack of
care centers there. She told Cheryl
Volkman (co-founder of AbleNet,
a company that specializes in
developing and marketing AAC
products) in a 2008 interview, "It
was astonishing that a lot of these
children had never been asked
what they want to be when they
grow up. At the beginning when
we started asking this question
to them, parents would look at us
thinking we were crazy. Now as
they can see their children prog
ress and see the possibilities tech

nology has to offer, they are asking
the same type of questions."
Christine Roman-Lantzy is a
Vision Specialist expert in Pitts
burgh, PA. She was included in
the collaboration because of her
connection to Dr. Blackstone, who
hoped Roman-Lantzy might have
an intuition about Diego from
the video clips sent from Mexico,
which is how they were able to re
diagnose Diego's abilities.
Other international experts col
laborating include occupational
therapist Christine Wright. Based
out of Santa Cruz, she is the de
veloper of the hands-free walker.
She is donating her expertise and
has already helped with two of the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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HCOM 385
Class List
Cierra S. Bailey
Brandt M. Barstad
Nikki L. Bilbro
Kelly L.Craig

Adam J. Dikeman

Jacquelyn A. Garcia

Designed By: Kameron Sawyer

Online Only!
Brandt Barstad
denounces the tragic

events of the Middle East,

or more accurately, the life in
the middle of East Campus. His
reporting goes after Alliance
and calls for revolt.

Allison L. Gonzales

Kelly
Graig takes the
reader to the life-changit.
ing experience of youth
studying abroad. A new trend
shows younger kids take off to
the new lands of learning
and adventure.

Haley M. Hernandez

Valerie N. Hulburt

Zachary D.Lebeouf
Jadyn M. Malone
Cameron S. McFadden

Estella Porras, HCOM 385 Instructor
EPORRAS@CSUMB.EDU

Samuel C. Garcia

Satomi Higuchi
Andrew Hines

The Otter Romp is here!

A new
generation of teen
filmmakers is coming out
of Greenfield. Jacquelyn Garcia
found a few teens
taking their stories to the big
screen.

Sean P. O'Malley
Nicolas Perez

Samuel Garcia
takes a critical look at
the trend of overdiagnosing
kids with ADD and ADHD, and
the consequences of
medication in their learning,
families, and their lives.

Teodora M. Reyes

This spring the students of the
Reporting class (HCOM385)
were on a mission: To identify
how to cover the youth beat.
And why this beat? Because
young faces too often appear in
news media depicted as celebri
ties, criminals, or victims. Some
times as a statistic. The students
in this class took a different path.
They wondered what struggles,
dreams, and journeys matter
to youth. And they went to the
streets to find unheard voices,
stories and fresh perspectives
from local youth. The result of
their inquiry is the collection in
cluded in this special edition we
call, The Otter Romp. Enjoy!

Katie M. Robarge

Christine E.Ryan
Desiree W. Sheppard

Justin D. Sumpter

Sarah J. Tomsk
Silvia Trejo

The

The
urban dictionary
just added a new term:
"slacktivists." Haley Hernan
dez talks with some of them

and shows how they take
over the social causes on
the internet but make
change.

number of kids
speaking a language other

Advance

Placement in English
comes to Carmel High and
Andrew Hines reports on its
implications in curriculum,
costs and benefits for the

than English in the U.S. is rising
exponentially.Jadyn Malone
unveils the struggle of invisible
students, the ones whose language becomes a barrier

for success.

area's youth.

Following
Bounty is not

the long tradition of
fishermen in Monterey, the

just an issue among
N.F.A. players. Cameron Mc
PHOTO PROVIDED BY
LUCIA SUAY ALBERT

Fadden finds how local youth

imitate this practice in schools'
sports.

A former gang

new generation is taking over the

member from Salinas
talks to Nicolas Perez about

family business. Justin Sumpter
talks to the young captains

his journey from the rough

about how they brave the

streets to a new non-violent

rough waters.

life of Hip Hop music and
hope.

Designed By: Kent Wellington
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TUITION
PAID IN INK
Sean O'Malley, Otter Romp Reporter
SOMALLEY@CSUMB.EDU

Student Embracing His Gift
A

America's unemployment rate is
do whatever he wanted once he
going down but it is still at 8.2 per turned 18. Two years later when
cent according to tradingeconomMatt turned 18 he walked into his
ics.com. Tuition costs are constant house with his first tattoo, a pic
ly going up. According to (CSUMB)
ture of a Dia de los Muertos sugar
Cal State Monterey Bay catalog
skull with two roses, spiderwebs
the price of tuition for the next
and two guns.
academic year is going to be over
Corral got started tattooing
$400 more than this academic
because his father found out he
year. It seems like the prices for tu was selling marijuana and made
ition are going to be on an incline
him promise him he would stop.
for years to come also. The tuition
At that point in his life he was
increases are affecting students
hanging around his two cousins
greatly. They are paying more
a lot, Robert and Ruben in their
money for less classes. The tuition
tattoo studio. Robert and Ruben
increases can be very hard for stu were both tattoo artists and they
dents without a lot
worked for a group
of money.
of three indepen
Matt
had
no
Rent in Seaside
dent tattoo artists
intention of
ranges from $1,800
called Triple R Tat
to $2,400 a month
becoming a tat too. Before Matt
for a 3 bedroom
started
tattooing
house and rent too artist in High he would hang out
in Marina for a 3
around his cousins
School but he
shop. Matt would set
bedroom
house
was
running
out
up and break down
ranges from $1,700
of money so he the artists equip
to $2,200 a month.
Matt had no
Seaside and Marina
decided to give ment.
intention of becom
are the most likely
tattooing a shot ing a tattoo artist
areas off campus
in High School but
students of CSUMB
he was running out
are going to find housing so the
of money so he decided to give
price of rent in those areas can
tattooing a shot.
affect a student's ability to afford
education at CSUMB. All of these
things affect students at CSUMB.
Many students are struggling fi
nancially and with jobs on the de
cline it is hard for some students to
find or maintain a job with the busy
working schedule of a student.
Some students are thinking of cre
ative ways to make money to help
get through school. Matt Corral is a
CSUMB student who found a way
to make his financial situation bet
ter by becoming a tattoo artist.
When Corral was ten years old
he was in a Mariachi band. One
night he was out with his dad
and his dads friends who were all
bikers. When one of his father's
friends found out that Matt was in
Once he started tattooing he fell
a Mariachi band he showed him
in love with the art. His first tattoo
his tattoo and of a mariachi band
was of a pink breast cancer ribbon
that took up his whole lower back.
on his friend . Matt's friend got this
"That was when I decided that I
tattoo because his aunt had breast
wanted a tattoo," said Corral.
cancer so he was getting the rib
When Matt was 16 he asked his
bon as a tribute to her. "I was so
mom if he could get a tattoo. She
nervous! I had no idea what I was
said "NO", but told him he could
doing" said Matt. Matt's cousin

Ruben hovered over him the whole
tattoo, ready to stop him if he made
any mistakes. "Nothing can prepare
you for your first tattoo." Matt said.
"Even if you practice on fake skin
or pig skin it's just not the same. It
doesn't bleed and it doesn't twitch
when you're tattooing."
Matt continued to work with
his cousins in there shop perfect
ing his techniques and becoming
a better artist. Earlier this year he
started tattooing out of a private
studio. The money he makes from
tattooing helps his living situation
greatly. He works all summer as a
lifeguard in Ventura and saves up
for a year's rent at school. He then
uses his money from tattooing
people for food, gas and anything
else he needs "If it wasn't for tat
tooing I probably wouldn't eat as
well and all the bills wouldn't be
payed on time," Matt says.
Matt's parents did not know
how to feel when Matt told them
he was a tattoo artist. They did not
start to warm up to the idea until
they learned of the benefits of be
ing a tattoo artist. Matt can make
more money tattooing per hour
than he could with a part time
job at Wal-Mart or Target. Matt
has made up to 60 dollars for 20
minutes of work as a tattoo artist.
Another benefit of Matt being an
independent tattoo artist is he can
control how much he works on a
weekly basis. If he is too busy one
week with school he can schedule
himself for a lighter amount of tat
toos for that week.
Times are tough with today's
economy especially for young

college students but people
are finding ways around it with
creative ways to scrape by.

EXAMPLES OF CORRAL'S WORK

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY MATTHEW CORRAL

THE ARTIST AT WORK
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Children Taking
Care of Children
Oaxacan Field Workers'Struggles with Daycare
Teodora Reyes, Otter Romp Reporter
TEREYES@CSUMB.EDU

Being away from home in a new
country is a difficult experience
which would make anyone feel
isolated. Most of the citizens in the
United Stage (U.S.) do not question
"How can I get medical services?"
or "Where is the nearest hospital?"
These are many of the important
questions taken for granted.
When Reyna Apodaca, 22, of
Greenfield, arrived to the city seven
years ago she asked herself these
very questions. "I left my home to
find a better way to live but never
thought of how I was going to
make it happened when I arrived.
Everything in the USA was so dif
ferent from what I was use to in my
hometown of Oaxaca." Reyna is one
of many immigrants traveling from
other countries in search of a bet
ter future in the U.S. When Reyna
arrived she was 15 years old. She
worked in the agricultural fields as
a field laborer.
According to the official web
site of Centro Binacional Para El
Desarrollo Indigena Oaxaquna,
most indigenous immigrants
come to this country in search of
work and can be as young as 14
years old. The daily life of a field
laborer requires them to wake up
at 4 a.m., to get ready, and to pre
pare their days meal for the long
strenuous day ahead. Reyna re
members how she was frightened
on her first day at work, she did
not know what to expect. Reyna is
now 22 years old and has a daugh
ter, Natzeli Apodaca who is 1 year
old. "My life has changed so much
now that I have my daughter," said

Reyna. "It has become difficult to
find daycare."
Maria Zunuiga, Assistance Co
ordinator of the Children Services
International Daycare in Greenfield
says,"There are many parents afraid
of looking for services because they
are illegal." In the areas of Soledad,
King City and Greenfield there is a
distinct language barrier. One of
the languages mostly related to the
Oaxaca groups is Tri ki. Due to the
language barrier, it does not allow
for better understanding of the ser
vices offered and creates a dilemma
when immigrants are filling out ap
plications for rendered services.
Transportation is another prob
lem. There is not enough fund
ing to provide transportation for
parents to take their child to a
daycare every morning. Many in
digenous people do not own a ve
hicle, therefore making it difficult
to commute from one location
to another. Currently, there is no
daycare facility that accepts tod
dlers who are not potty-trained.
Government funding is limited, so
there is no possibility of the cre
ation of a facility that accommo
dates these needs or transpiration
services to assist parents. There
are no agencies that hold public
events to inform parents of the
availability of a daycare that exist
in Greenfield, therefore, daycare
resources are extremely limited.
According to Heriberto Soto,
Parent Educator of the Greenfield
District, information and services
are provided to parents who are ag
riculture field laborers. "Actually the

Oaxaca community is not the only
one that is struggling with daycare
problems. We also have parents
from Guanajuato, Michoacan, Oax
aca and Guerrero," said Soto.
Shortage of daycare services
becomes a problem when you
have children who are taking care
of children. As a result children as
young as 8 are having to care for
their siblings who are 2 or 3 years
old. These children are providing
protection and in most occasions
helping with making sure their
siblings have been fed. Safety
questions asked such as; are the
children really safe from preda
tors or are 8 year-olds equipped
to grow up this quickly and act
as a parent often arise? These and
many other safety issues have to
be addressed for the safety of the
children.
According to Heriberto Soto, the
expansion of services through the
school system, commonly known
as the after school program, has as
sisted in the care for these children.
The after school program offers a
time for children to finish home
work along with learning new ac
tivities such as arts and crafts.
"it is crucial for a parent to start
participating in their children's ed
ucation and overall development
as early as pre-school. This is when
we can establish expectations and
positive parenting to help with
bonding and address the issues of
any lack of attention. This is a good
development for the overall family
relationship." Heriberto said

Designed By: Kameron Sawyer

A Teen in
the Broccoli
Fields
Silvia Trejo, Otter Romp Reporter
STREJO@CSUMB.EDU

Maricela also known as Chela, did
not find her first job; her aunt Lulu
found it for her in the warehouse
she had been working at for 10
years. Chela handed out flyers,
wrapped up purchases in plastic
bags, and cleaned up after closing
time. She worked a total of 10 or
12 days a month over a period of
three years and a half. For Maricela
this was the perfect job, especially
since she was still in high school.
The summer after that, Chela
was in the job market again and
was now a senior graduate. "My
parents had been going through
a very difficult economic crisis
and were struggling to keep our
home". Being the eldest sibling and
the only one who could get a job,
Maricela knew her parents needed
her help with expenses more than
ever. They were now in jeopardy of
losing their home.
Considering
their
circum
stances, Maricela turned to the
classified ads in newspapers and
local magazines like "La Ganga"
where she hoped to find employ
ment. She had no luck no matter
how many applications had been
turned in and how many people

she contacted. Finally, her father
suggested she should work as a
farm worker in the broccoli fields.
But that was not Chelas ideal after
graduating high school. "I never
imagined I'd end up working in the
fields but for the greater good of
my family I'll do anything. I also re
alized that in order for me to have
peace of mind and move on with
my future I had to help stabilize
what was disrupting my happi
ness. My happiness is my family."
Despite her educational back
ground, social status and personal
values, Maricela has managed to
work in the broccoli fields rain or
shine for the past 6 months. She is
in charge of paying her phone bill,
cable, water and the electricity of
her household. She has very little
time for herself but when she gets
those extra hours, she knows they
will be worth spending in bed rest
ing away the long hours she stands
at work. Luck has not been on her
side when it comes to finding a
better job but she does not lose
hope and will continue to search.
She hopes someday her sacrifices
will pay off.

According to the Association of Farmworker Opportunity Programs and the film "The Harvest":
•There are between 400,000 and 500,000 child farmworkers in the United States.
• The average farmworker family makes less than $17,500 a year, well below the poverty level for a family of four.
• Migrant children drop out of school at 4 times the national rate.
• On average, children in agriculture work 30 hours a week, often migrating from May - November, making it exceedingly
difficult to succeed in school.
• According to the USDA, agriculture is the most hazardous occupation for child workers in the US
• EPA pesticide regulations are set using a 154-pound adult male as a model.They do not take children or pregnant women
into consideration.
• 64 percent of farmworkers do not get healthcare because it is "too expensive."
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Heart-Warming Support From
CSUMB To Japan

The Japan Club Doing Their Best
to Make Every T-shirt Count

Satomi Higuchi, Staff Reporter
SHIGUCHI@CSUMB.EDU

The Japan Club is conducting the "I
Heart Japan" campaign to provide
financial aid to north east Japan, the
area affected by a huge earthquake
on March 11,2011. They sell "I Heart
Japan" T-shirts on campus and
throughout the surrounding com
munity, which they designed them
selves. They will donate a part of the
profits to the victims of the disaster.
Leanna Jenkins, Japanese major
and the president of Japan club,
said, "One year passed after the di
saster, and many American people
are getting to forget it. But many
Japanese people still have a lot of
problems, and they need our help.
So we started this campaign not
only to support them, but also to
keep it in our mind."
Jenkins studied in Japan as
an exchange student during the
earthquake year. She returned to
the U.S. temporally, and after three
days the disaster struck Japan. She
heard the news from her mother
and soon collected as much infor
mation about it as she could. She
was really worried about her friends
in Japan and wanted to go back to
Japan to support them. Soon after
the earthquake, however, her study
abroad program was canceled, be
cause the atomic-power accident

in Fukushima prefecture created
the possibility that she, as many
others, could be harmed by radia
tion. So she was not allowed to go
back to Japan. "I left Japan without
saying good-bye to my friends,"
She said. "All of them were safe, so I
was relieved. But there were many
people harmed by the disaster,
and I wanted to go back to Japan
and support them."
Some other CSUMB students
also canceled their study abroad
program after the earthquake.
They wanted to support Japan,
but had to leave the country. This
t-shirt campaign includes their
feelings.
One student, Terry, purchased
one of the T-shirts. "I wanted to
support Japan's big crisis and
bought the T-shirt. I hope the
money will be used with victims'
getting shelter and necessities,"
Tan said. He had Japanese friends
who live around the area hit by
the earthquake, and he is really
worried about them. He added, "I
would like to send heartfelt sym
pathy to the people in Japan."
This is their second campaign
at CSUMB to support Japan fol

The Japan Club in New, Humanitarian Uniform
lowing their fundraising from last
year. They collected $3210.57 in
their last campaign, and they sent
the money to the disaster area.
This time, they will donate their
contribution to Minamisoma city
(Fukushima Prefecture), which was
one of the cities seriously affected
by the tsunami. Also, this city was
harmed by radioactive pollution
caused by the atomic-power ac
cident, and many people were
forced to leave their homes. After
the accident, the power company
that owns the atomic power plant,
decided to pay reparation to the
cities around the plant. However,
Minamisoma city was not included
in the list of cities for reparation,
and many residents are still suffer
ing with the damage.
Japan club is contacting the
mayor of Minamisoma city, and
will send their donation to the city
directly. Usually, they donate via a
non-commercial organization, so
they do not know how and where
their donations are used. However,
they can know it. About 60 chil

dren in the city lost their parents
in the disaster. Some children were
placed with their relatives, and
other children were fostered out to
children's nursing homes. They are
suffering not only economically,
but also mentally. Japan club hopes
that this donation will be used for
mental care of the children.
This campaign is not a temporal
campaign. Leanna says that they
want to support Japan "when
ever the country needs our help
through this campaign. Hopefully,
Japan will never have such a terri
ble disaster again, but if Japan has
another natural disaster, we'll help
them soon with this campaign."
Students can get a "I Heart Ja
pan" T-shirt for $20, and about 30
T-shirts (about $600) were sold al
ready. The members of the Japan
Club can be contacted via their

PHOTOS PROVIDED
BY SATOM I HIGUCHI

Facebook page. More information
about the campaign can be found
at the club's Website and Face
book. The site also offers videos
and information about devasta
tion caused by the earthquake.
As of March 11, 2012, the to
tal number of reported dead is
15,854. The total number of peo
ple missing is 3,155 and the total
number of injured is 26,992. Many
Japanese people have engaged
in reconstruction work, but many
people are still suffering. Support
from the Japan Club and others
will be helpful for them.

Brain Doctors Without Borders...
...CONTINUED FROM FRONTPAGE

Now We're Saving Kids

kids in Mexico City. Cisco Systems,
as well, has contributed technolo
gies such as flip phones which the
families of the students use to film
them. The Bridge School of course
is a partner as well.
The costs of CATIC are manage
able. If a family doesn't have the
money, CATIC has a general fund
to cover the costs. They also work
with their associates to fundraise
for the cause. The expert help
that comes from ACI is totally free
of charge. Says Dr. Blackstone, "I
couldn't imagine any of us actually
charging for our help!"

Daniel Webster once said not
being able to speak is not the
same as not having anything to
say. Jose falls under that category,
as he has recently communicated
with Berlanga.
Jose is the oldest student at
CATIC. He is 20 years old and has
been treated all of his life as if he
was unable to learn or do any
thing. His family was left to care
for him entirely due to the lack of
AAC institutions in Mexico City.
He grew up isolated and socially
forgotten, though not by his fam
ily. Also, Jose was never taught to

read, which left him even further
distanced from communicating
his thoughts and desires. With so
many of his peers communicating
through the Internet, Jose still was
unable to even understand their
Facebook pages.
His literacy skills have grown
since enrolling at CATIC. He cur
rently has a Vmax device from
Dynavold Systems Inc. He has
expressed an interest in finding
friends. He has been working on
a list of 10 questions that he has
distributed to Dr. Blackstone. She
will distribute them to a handful of
"adults who use AAC technologies,"

in hopes of setting up a WebEx call
with them. Jose communicates the
yearning to know about, especial
ly, other young men's experiences
with their sexuality. Without peers
to communicate with, he had to
endure puberty relatively alone
and without answers for the ques
tions he was not able to produce.
People with AAC needs have
struggled to find a voice. Only re
cently, in 2006, the Convention on
the Rights of Persons with Disabili
ties was adopted. Before the early
1970's, when disability rights be
gan in America, kids like Jose were
(and largely are) left marginalized.

"The recommendation from the
doctor would be to put them in an
institute,"says Dr. Blackstone. "Now
we're saving kids that never would
have made it. They never would
have made it out of the hospital!"
Harvey Pressman, managing ed
itor of Augmentative Communica
tion News, sees the rapid encour
agement from this collaboration.
Especially considering early stories
like Maria, Diego, and Jose's. "Hav
ing access to people with exper
tise and skills to respond," he said,
"makes it easier for pioneers like
Gaby to move forward."

Otter Romp
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Passionate, Compassionate and
Creative Math Teacher from the Future
Nikki Bilbro, Otter Romp Reporter
NBILBRO@CSUMB.EDU

"Don't you feel like you won the
lottery?" I asked Christina Depweg,
the newly minted recipient of the
coveted Teach For America Schol
arship. The prize totals $100,000
as well as her Master's program at
the University of Southern Califor
nia paid for in full, and most im
portantly, a guaranteed four year
teaching position in a Los Angeles
high school."I do, I mean it still re
ally has not hit me. I just found out
last week," she said as she gazed off
into the distance.
Depweg has won the award for
numerous reasons; outstanding
grades, community involve
ment, excellent recom
mendations, high GRE
scores and because
she passed a full day
interview for final
ist. Depweg beat
out hundreds of
other students for
the
prestigious
prize. She is ready
to be the math
teacher this country
urgently needs.
She showed up car
rying a purse, her nails
painted and hair done in
perfect curls. Meeting Christi
na for coffee seemed more like an
outing with a friend then a profile
of an academic. She is in her early
20's and has an open, warm and
bubbly personality.
We are all aware of Hollywood's
portrayal of mathematicians; typi
cally insane, antisocial and forward.
Does she find herself in this cate
gory? "No, no actually I am Catholic
and my faith keeps me grounded."
Regarding the infamous crazy pro
fessors, "I find the crazy ones, usu
ally do not make the best teachers."
A teacher is what she aspires to be,
to translate the mathematical lan
guage and processes is her passion.
When asked if she knew teach
ing was where she wanted to be,
she gives an immediate "Yes!" She
did not know that is was math that
she wanted to teach, in fact on her
SAT's she scored higher in English
than in Math. Her math skills im
proved through high school and
excelled immensely in college.
When the opportunity to help oth
ers along the way came up, she

hopped right on it. Helping people
understand and realize they too,
can do well in math has led her to
truly find her calling in teaching.
It is no secret America has some
of the lowest test scores in the
world, especially in math and sci
ence. According to data from the
Organization for Economic Coop
eration and Development, when
compared to students in 30 other
industrialized countries the U.S.
ranked 21 in science and 25 in
math.

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY
CHRISTINA DEPWEG

"How do you plan to attack such
a huge problem, how do you get
the students to even care?" She
answers as if she has been think
ing about this problem since birth,
"It's fundamentals, we are allowing
kids to move on in school without
a strong foundation. Anybody is
capable of succeeding in math. We
have not placed enough emphasis
on this problem. Math builds, and
if you are having trouble in high
school it's probably because there
is lack of previous fundamentals."
Her answer makes perfect sense,
and their is many academics who
would echo her response.
"I believe the utmost important
aspect of a teacher is compassion.
If a teacher doesn't care about
their students and helping them
succeed and follow their dreams,
the students will get nothing out
of their education. Many times,

teachers teach without passion
and it hurts the students who
don't receive as great of an edu
cation as those with a passionate
teacher." The frustration of today's
high school teachers who are
overworked and underpaid, trick
les down into the classroom. The
overall environment for students
at public schools is usually hectic
where students are treated more as
a number than a person.
We should not be surprised
when students underperform in
public school settings. Class sizes
are at an all time high and teachers
may be responsible for hundreds of
students a day. It is easy for teach
ers to forget what the essence and
embodiment of the profession is all
about. "I want to make sure that all
of my students know that I deeply
care about them and am there for
them to support them in whatever it is, whether it is academically,
socially, or just being that person
that believes in them when they
feel like no one else does," Christina wholeheartedly understands
that her future in teaching is more
than just a job.
The future of teaching is un
known. There is much debate
over policy and teaching proce
dures. According to an article by
LiveScience, some even believe fu
ture people will no longer have hu
man teachers, they believe we
will have robots doing
the job. Sugata Mitra, a renowned
professor of
educational
technology
at
Newcastie Uni
versity,
used an
experiment
called
"Hole in
the Wall"
in
which
he placed a
computer in the
slums of India to
see how children would
respond. He found the children
were able to teach themselves how
to use the equipment and teach

others. He has theorized one day all
we will need is computers to teach
children.
With the scores
current students
are obtaining,
it is clear
something
must
be
done.
It
is
un
derstandabIe
for
people
to
feel
current
teachers are
inadequate and
that there is a clear
gap in translation. "I
do not believe in tenure. The idea
seems great but there are definitely
problems with that." Complacency
is where Christina finds a problem.
Depweg is also not an advocate
of the much-debated policy of No
Child Left Behind."What is the point
of teaching without creativity? I do
not want to teach to tests, that is
not the only accurate measure of
a students intellect nor is that [a]
teaching method in which every
student should be
taught."
I
asked her
to elaborate

and
to
explain
alternate
methods. "I am
teaching now at a
Waldorff school, where the meth
od of teaching is designed in which

students are extremely hands on.
We integrate smart boards and
iPads as well as games to
do math, instead of
the lecture/test
method."
In a pub
lic school
setting
there
are stu
dents
from
a II
walks
of life
and all
have
varied
learning
patterns.
"I plan on in
corporating a
number of meth
ods. I will do lecture and
test and then I will do something
like games or visual and group
projects."
So perhaps Depweg is not ex
actly a robot from the future but
her preplanned efforts and ideas
on teaching are fresh and invigo
rating yet incredibly inherent in the
profession. Paul Swendson, profes
sor and author, writes that the poor
teachers we have today more read
ily resemble robots. Teachers with
Christina Depweg's passion, com
passion and intellect are the lead
ers we need in public schools. She
believes we do not need to lower
our standards in public education
but to become more creative, in es
sence we need better teachers. The
future of education does not need
an extremely radical restructure
but a new army of teachers with
knowledge and hope along with
the ability to translate that senti
ment to students.
Christina genuinely wants to
help others, she does not boast
about her own genius, alterna
tively, she believes it is something
every single person can have. To
channel that ability and mindset in
her future students is her life path,
the true life path of anybody who
dreams of becoming a teacher.
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The 7-Mile Educational Divide
Comparisons Show the Drastic Difference Between Schools
Not Even 10 Minutes Away
Allison Gonzales & Katie Robarge,
Otter Romp Reporters
AGONZALES@CSUMB.EDU
KROBARGE@CSUMB.EDU

Driving on Highway 1 you not only
see the beautiful bay, but you also
may notice Seaside High School on
the top of the hill. If you continue
south, you will also come across
Carmel High School with its newly
renovated Performing Arts Theater
grabbing all the attention of driv
ers. These two high schools are
only 7.4 miles apart, but dramati
cally differ.
Seaside High School relies on
funding based on Average Dai
ly Attendance (ADA), which
means when students are
absent they receive a de
crease in their funding.
That is why good daily
attendance is incred
ibly important for ADA
schools. Seaside High
School has a total enroll
ment of 1,022 students.
According to Ed data, (a data
collecting agency for Califor
nia Schools) the dropout rate at
Seaside High is 20.1; meaning that
out of 273 students, 55 dropout.
The SAT scores at Seaside High for
writing are 448 and 476 for math.
Seaside High offers many electives
like yearbook, art, theater and pho
tography.
On the other hand, Carmel High
School is a Basic Aid school which
means their money comes from
the local property taxes of Carmelby-the-sea, Carmel Valley, Big Sur,
Pebble Beach and Pacific Grove.
The property taxes from these
wealthy areas are what funds Car
mel Unified School District, there
fore, poor attendance does not
affect Carmel High's income. There
are 750 students enrolled at Car
mel High school with a 2.8 dropout
rate; 168 students graduate out of
176. Carmel High's SAT scores for
writing are 570 and 567 for math.
Carmel High School offers a variety
of electives like yearbook, fashion
design, digital graphics, dance and
much more.
Rachel Ahrenstorff, junior, Sea
side High says her school has many
disadvantages compared to oth
ers. Being an athlete, Ahrenstorff
sees first-hand how the lack of

funding affects student athletes. makes it really hard to give each
She is a varsity softball player and student the individual attention
is not able to play at her own home they deserve. We do our absolute
field because of the poor field con best to accommodate the students'
ditions. "We have to play at a field needs; however, we do not have
up the street because of how em the time to sit each student down
barrassing ours is, it really brings three times a year and make a plan
our confidence down when we are for them. We care for our students;
playing against teams with nice it is just a hard situation at times."
fields and nice equipment and we
According to the faculty mem
are using only old stuff," affirmed ber, Seaside High is a great school
Ahrenstorff.
because of its diversity and its
multicultural
accep
tance. "We have
good
kids
who
are
some
times
over

looked.
Our students
are
smart
and
many of them go
on to lead a successful

When asked
about counseling and preparation
for the future, Ahrenstorff states
the counselors do not make an ef
fort to fully prepare the students
for a bright future. Students feel
they must approach counselors
regarding their future because the
counselors will not approach them.
"I guess they're there if you really
need to talk to them, but they
don't make an effort to
talk to you. They
promote the
idea,
but
don't act
on
it,"
Ahren
storff
r e plied.
Ac
cord
ing
to
a
faculty
member who
wishes to remain
anonymous, "The lack
of funding our school receives

life".
Unlike Seaside High School's di
versity, Carmel High School is 90%
Caucasian and not exposed to a
multicultural atmosphere. Carmel
High School has a "College- go
ing- culture", and the preparation
for college is a focal point of all stu
dents and faculty.
According to Martin Enriquez,
a past Sea-

side High School vice principal, and
the current Carmel High School
vice principal, "The main advan
tage that Carmel High has over
Seaside High is smaller class sizes."
Enriquez believes that the small
class sizes give teachers the ability
to teach more effectively and to get
more hands on with the students.
Unlike Ahrenstorff's relationship
with her counselors, Becky Hauster, senior, Carmel High School,
had a different experience with
her counselor. "I am constantly in
here getting advice about college,
I actually just came in here today
to talk about financial aid, they are
extremely helpful."
According to Hauster, she ad
mires Seaside High School's spirit
and wishes her school could have
more school spirit. "There pep ral
lies are like really fun and crazy I've
heard." Despite the lack of school
spirit, Hauster said she feels lucky
to be a student at Carmel High
School.
Darren Johnston, Counselor, Car
mel High School, makes it a priority
to meet with students at least twice
a semester and even more for ju
niors and seniors."! feel like it is my
responsibility to set students up for
success." Johnston said the funding
Carmel High School receives gives
the counselors better opportuni
ties to help students. He only has
about 160 students and knows
them all by first and last name, and
knows a majority of their parents
as well."Having a close relationship
with students is beneficial to their
future success."
Student success is in the best
interest of both schools. Carmel
High School is at a greater
advantage because of the
greater amount of funding it receives, however,
Seaside High does the
best they can with what
funding they do receive. Students at both
schools are striving for a
successful future despite
what advantages are being
offered to them.
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In Addition...
Nikki Bilbro, Otter Romp Reporter
NBILBR0@CSUM8.EDU

In a country where The Declara
tion of Independence states "All
Men are Created Equal" and where
all votes carry the same weight it
would be fair to assume that a de
mocracy's idea of public education
would follow the same essential
elements. Unfortunately, for the
United States of America, the most
popular democracy in the world,
the democracy that wages war for
the promotion of such ideals, the
same cannot be said for the educa
tion of its children. Inequalities run
deep in America but the educa
tional differences between schools
is the most astounding. Where one
lives directly determines where
they go to school.
In the example of Carmel High
and Seaside High, schools that are
only 7.36 miles apart, a very dras
tic difference in students resources
and experiences occur. According
to EdData (a data collecting agency
for California Schools), At Seaside
High the amount of spending per
individual student is $8,701 yet at
Carmel High the amount is around
$17,314. The fluctuating per stu
dent spending does not only hap
pen on a local level but on a na
tional level, even state to state the
numbers vary greatly. New Jersey
spends the most at nearly $17,620
per pupil while Utah comes in last
at around $6,000 per pupil. In
equalities are bound to happen at
some point in our existence. Sadly,
the educational policy affects chil
dren, those least responsible for all
the wrong-doing. When students
begin their education in a system
that makes them feel better then
or less than those who only live a
few miles apart, we cannot expect
them to perform to the best of
their abilities. This system does not
promote democracy and every
thing we stands for, it is in fact the
exact opposite.
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Steering Clear of Drunk Driving
Designated Driving Program Aims to
give Designated Driving a Better Name

Zachary LeBeouf,

Otter Romp Reporter
ZLEBEOUF@CSUMB.EDU

"Who's driving?" is a phrase used
by most people before a night
out drinking. Time and again the
question is avoided or falsely an
swered, giving the term "designat
ed driver" a negative image. The
same question was asked on the
night of December 22, 2011. Five
friends piled into a car including
a driver who claimed to be sober
and of those five, only four boys
walked away alive. Out of tragedy,
one boy's sister and family hope
to change the face of designated
driving with the Dominic's Desig
nated Driver foundation.
It was a cold night in Stockton,
California when five boys ventured
to the Miracle Mile, a popular
street for night life in their home
town. The boys, regulars to Stockton's nightlife hot-spots, slipped
into The Avenue on The Mile for
their last bar stop of the night.
After casually saying "hi" to some
friends and having a good time
the boys decided to call it a night
around 1 a.m.
They then asked the coveted
question, "Who's driving?" One
boy,Tyler Holliday, 21, a core mem
ber of the group and closest friend
of Dominic Deiro, claimed he was
"sober enough" to drive. The boys,
slightly impaired, all agreed to let
Tyler drive in order to avoid the
possibility of them personally get
ting a DUI. Drunk and impaired,
Holliday raced to a speed of over
55 miles per hour on Brookside
Road near the University of Pacific.

DOMINIC'S
DESIGNATED
DRIVER

With the music blaring, Holliday
people who are from
lost focus trying to take a 90 de the ages of twelve
gree turn on a street with a posted
to twenty is at an as
speed limit of 30 miles per hour.
tounding 1,265,000
The car hit a pole, flipped over,
people in California.
skidded and finally came to a halt
One young man,
within a few feet of the University's
Adam
Porier,
21,
parking lot. The impact of the car
friend to Dominic and
hitting the concrete light post,
one of the five pas
caused the pole to rip out of the
sengers in the vehicle
has not taken the sit
ground. All of the boys suffered
injuries and were rushed immedi uation lightly. "It was
ately to the hospital. Three were
absolutely devastat
ing. It taught me that
labeled with severe injuries, while
two had minor injuries.
you have to appreci
One of the boys, Cameron Payne,
ate the little things in
22, member of the Armed Forces
life and take it one day at a time.
and step-brother of Dominic Deiro,
It's a situation that definitely needs
who had only just been sent home
to be cracked down on more be
from Afghanistan, was airlifted to
cause most people don't take it
UC Davis Medical Center. He had
seriously," stated Porier.
broken
a
This prob
bone in his IT TAUGHT ME THAT YOU lem, although
neck
and
declining in
had
deep HAVE TO APPRECIATE THE recent years,
lacerations LITTLE THINGS IN LIFE AND still needs all
to his face.
TAKE IT ONE DAY AT A TIME the attention
Tyler,
the
it can receive.
driver, had
After
the
lost a finger, broke his femur, and
death of Dominic Deiro, the fam
had a broken arm. Dominic Deiro
ily knew they had it in their power
had a massive brain hemorrhage to change those numbers. Within
and was unconscious at the scene
months of the accident, the Domi
of the accident. Deiro died the next
nic's Designated Driver foundation
day, on December 23,2011.
was established and aims towards
According to MADD (Moth decreasing the number of DUI's by
ers Against Drunk Driving) there
making designated driving more
were 791 DUI fatalities in 2011 in
approachable.
the state of California, including
Mia Douglass (Deiro), sister
Deiro's tragic accident. There are
of Dominic Deiro, along with the
also over 300,000 three-time of rest of the Deiro family, started the
fenders of drunk driving in the
foundation by sending letters to
state of California. In fact, alcohol
various bars throughout Stockton.
use in the past month among
"The program asks bars to
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ZACHARY LEBEOUF

participate in the program by
giving designated drivers incen
tives," explained Douglass. Free
non-alcoholic drinks, appetizers,
and even entrees and desserts are
given to sober drivers wearing an
orange wristband emblazoned
with the foundation's motto: "I am
a Dominic's Designated Driver." Re
cently, the foundation has spread
from the small town of Stockton,
throughout Northern and South
ern California, and even as far as
Scottsdale, Arizona and Seattle,
Washington.
To commemorate Dominic's
birthday (February 23, 1990) the
foundation held its first ever DDD
(Dominic's Designated Driver) Golf
Tournament on February 25, 2012
at Oakmoore Golf Club in Stockton, California. The event garnered
over forty sponsors including The
Bank of Stockton, San Francisco Gi
ants, Arizona Diamondbacks, and
many more. The golf tournament

consisted of 80 players, 125 who
attended dinner, and over 150
people total coming out and sup
porting. The tournament raised
just over $11,000 and was the first
event of many more to come for
the foundation.
Recently the Deiro family has
been in contact with AAA discuss
ing plans to expand the founda
tion. Mark Deiro, father of Dominic
Deiro, stated, "AAA has offered to
match us either dollar for dollar
or by matching our largest cur
rent donation thus far." With con
tinued connections like these, the
family will continue expanding
the Dominic's Designated Driver
foundation nationwide. "We don't
want another family to go through
the same type of tragedy we had
to go through," stated Mia, who
hopes the foundation will become
a mainstay in the prevention of
drunk driving.
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Local Youth Learn to Process Death Through the Heart-breaking
Murder of Their Piano Teacher

Ms. Sorenson's Last Lesson
Christine Ryan, Otter Romp Reporter
CRYAN@CSUMB.EDU

"When I was given the news,
my entire body froze. It was as
though time itself had come to
a complete stop. It took a few
minutes for me to come back to
the reality of her death." Jennifer
Malech has a pale freckled face,
innocent brown eyes and soft fea
tures that make her appear more
child-like as she recalls the recent
death of her piano teacher, whom
she met with for 6 years during
her childhood.Though she is a se
nior in high school, there is both
a sense and a need to comfort
and protect her from the tragedy
that took her beloved friend and
teacher away. "Disbelief was the
first thing that went through my
head.The entire day I was lost in a
trance," Malech added.
The beloved piano teacher
Malech is speaking of is Janet So
renson, a Salinas resident born in
Japan. Local youth found a friend,
teacher, and mentor in the spunky
teacher. This 71-year-old wom
an had a personality
younger than her
years, and a
physical ap
pearance

Photo provided by
EasyLocum
Via Flickr Creative
Commons

that looked younger too; many
friends and students said she had
them deceived by her age. This de
ception was really due to her lively
personality and creamy complex
ion, as well as the activities she was
involved in: swimming, dancing,
dating, and teaching students to
have passion in their piano playing.
"She always told me to think
about what I was playing, to have
emotion, to let my fingers be grace
ful across the keys, not choppy,"
remembers former student, Eliza
beth Jane, 13 (she wished for her
last name to remain anonymous).
Janet Sorenson, though older, was
young at heart. This story is about
the impact Sorenson had on her
young students. Even further, this
story is about the impact the mur
der of this beloved woman had on
her students.
At 71, Janet Sorenson was re
ported missing from her home
in North Salinas. Within a week,
police had enough evidence af
ter searching her home to believe
that she was killed by her own son.
Her body was found in San Benito
County on New Year's Eve.
This traumatic event is scarring
for her students, whom Sorenson
met with every week for
private lessons
taught out
her
home.

Their parents had to explain they
would no longer be practicing
with "Nene." Many of the people
at her funeral said it came as such
a shock. No one was ready for her
death, and no one was ready to
have to process such a horrible
ending for such an inspiring, comi
cal, and lovely woman.
During the funeral there was a
chance for anyone to speak about
their memories of Ms. Sorenson.
One student gathered enough
courage to stand in front of a crowd
of about 50 people and explain
her way of processing the death: "I
loved a man from a band named
John Lennon. When I told Ms. So
renson about him, she had never
heard of him, so I brought her a CD.
She played the CD and really liked
it. Now I know Ms. Sorenson is in
Heaven with that man." The touch
ing moment at the funeral empha
sized the fact that many young

I began to thank God
for what she taught
me while she was in
my life
people who never knew how to
deal with death, suddenly were
forced to make reasoning in their
minds for their friend's murder.
The students, like the one who
spoke at the funeral, comforted
themselves with knowing So
renson was in Heaven, knowing
Sorenson lived a good life, and
knowing Sorenson would have
wanted them to move on, and
keep playing piano.
Malech admitted that after the
Christmas season she thought she
was done mourning Sorenson's
death. However, she added, "The
first time I sat down and played the
piano since her death, I realized sor
row still rested in my heart. I will al
ways have that love in my heart for
her, but I have learned not to let my
grief destroy my mental well being."
Malech dedicated a song on
the piano to Ms. Sorenson and
felt some closure in that, "I began
to thank God for what she taught

me while she
was in my
Iife."
One
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con
tinu
ous
thought
students
and
____
friends had about So
renson was she taught them not
just how to play piano, but how to
be joyful and live life. This was the
main takeaway for many students
that helped them cope.
Sorenson had a hard time
with her son, who the anonymous
student claimed suffered from
a mental illness. The tension be
tween Sorenson and her son was
evident to everyone. Neighbors
reported hearing the two argue.
Joyce Moore, a neighbor a block
away said, "One day I saw the two
walking together and Ms. Soren
son was yelling at her son, and her
son was trying to calm her down
but she was really upset." With all
the tension behind the scenes, So
renson never wavered in encour
aging her students.
"She was very involved and cu
rious about my life," said a former
anonymous student. "She always
asked me about my relationships
and gave advice. Sometimes she
would make me laugh because
she'd see I was so serious and try
to tell me to relax. She wanted to
make sure that I would not worry
so much and learn to let go of un
necessary stress. Now I see why
that was," the student points out.
This student was a little older than
many of her pupils, and found that
processing for her may have been

less
difficult
since she had ex
perienced the death of
her or grandfather ("Papa") when
she was younger. The student was
young and she remembers trying
to act very normal for her dad, but
she still gets emotional about her
Papa's death to this day. "I think it
proves we cannot cover up what
we feel about death. If you feel sor
row, don't hide it." And she did not.
Part of her coping with her piano
teacher being murdered was cry
ing a lot, but also asking a lot of
questions, many of which cannot
be answered.
One question that can be an
swered is: can any good come out
of death, especially a death such as
this? The answer seems to lie deep
in the responses of the students
and friends of Ms. Sorenson. What
helps young people cope is being
honest about their feelings, find
ing loved ones to mourn with or be
comforted by, and remembering.
Many could not move on with
out looking at their moments with
Ms. Sorenson. Laughing and cry
ing and realizing her positive atti
tude in life was contagious and her
life was an example many of the
students could aspire to imitate.
Despite hardships and sadness
amidst death, there is still growth
in the lives of the young students
left behind.
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Working Hard or Hardly Working?
Pilar Gose strives to bring professionalism back
to the Monterey County Young Professionals Group
Cierra S. Bailey, Otter Romp Reporter
CIBAILEY@CSUMB.EDU

Imagine graduating from a four
year university and preparing to
enter the workforce in a recession
where there are 12.7 million unem
ployed persons. For many young
adults, this is their reality. In order
to counteract the dwindling job
market, networking organizations
have developed for young adults
to gain connections with other
people trying to jumpstart their
careers. One group in particular is
The Monterey County Young Pro
fessionals Group (MCYPG).
This is a non-profit organiza
tion with the intent to empower
its members through networking,
personal development, and lead
ership opportunities. A member
of this group, Pilar Gose, has seen
this organization's membership,
grow exponentially in the.
last six years, but she
is not satisfied with
the
direction
the group has
taken.

Gose was introduced to MCYPG
in 2007 as a student at Cal State
Monterey Bay (CSUMB). She took
interest in the group because she
did not think school was facilitat
ing enough professionalism, and
she wanted to be as hirable as pos
sible by the time she graduated.
She conquered that goal and got
a job at her alma mater for the de
partment of University Advance
ment as the Annual Giving and
Donor Relations Officer. She also
thought the group would help her
gain a stronger sense of indepen
dence. "There's a time when you
want to hear from your peers and
not your parents anymore," she
said.

Gose is very approachable because
she has a polite and friendly dispo
sition. She is in her 20's and opti
mistic about life and the future.
Her personality makes her great
with handling people, which helps
in her line of work because she is
able to build sustainable relation
ships with scholarship donors and
community members. She is pas
sionate about community involve
ment and the MCYPG has facilitat
ed many of the community events
she attends. She feels it is her duty
to be active because the peninsula
is her home. She is on the board
of directors for MCYPG as an As
sociate Director. Her duties are to
"Support and assist the mission
and events of the organization,"
she said. This means
she co-chairs
some of
the

social and volunteering events
with other members on the board.
The organization consisted of a
crowd in their 30's when Gose first
became a member. She said, "Get
ting involved in the group kind of
made me grow up a little bit."This
was because the older members
took their careers very seriously
and she saw firsthand the strug
gles of getting into a desired field
after graduating college. Since
2007, the group's member count
has grown significantly from ap
proximately 100 members to over
1,000 in 2012. Much of this growth
is accredited to an increase in
young adults needing professional
connections amongst peers due to
a lack of support from established
businesses in the stifled economy.
Along with this membership
increase has come a shift in men
tality. The group now consists of a
younger crowd and has become
more of a socializing hub than an
empowering professional group.
Gose said, "We take trips to
Vegas, Tahoe, and we have
pool parties and wine
tastings but that's not
networking,
they're
just social gather
ings but "profes
sional" is in the
group's title." On
these trips, the
group eats at
the best res
taurants, they
attend night
clubs and bars,
and they take
tours and see
sights.
Gose
enjoys
the
traveling and
social
atmo
sphere, but she
would like to see
more of a balance
between social ac
tivities and leader
ship development op
portunities. The group
no longer has informa
tional or etiquette training,
though there were many op
portunities for this when there
were older members.
When Gose first started with
MCYPG, social events were only
once a month. Currently there are
mixers and parties several times a

month. In the past, there was an
"ice breaker" at events that con
sisted of a fun activity to ease ner
vousness and tension in a business
setting. This activity left a lot to be
desired with the older members,
but Gose thought it was effective
and helpful.
Now, people join the group be
cause it is free and community in
volvement strengthens a resume.
"Often people join the group just
to date because it's hard to meet
people in this area," Gose said. She
has nothing against those who
date through MCYPG, but "to have
a cohort of people who are young,
professional, and working is really
needed for those who don't get it
[professional support] elsewhere,"
she said. "And that's really why
we're here."
Although Gose would like the
group to improve its standards of
professionalism, there have been
benefits to being a part of the
group for her both personally and
professionally. Personally, she has
built many friendships. "It's fun to
hang out with friends in an orga
nized fashion," she said. MCYPG
also collaborates with other profes
sional groups in Monterey County
to sponsor events. Such groups in
clude The Salinas Jaycees, a group
that provides leadership training
for its members through commu
nity service, and the Young Farm
ers and Ranchers, a group that fa
cilitates professional development
and social networking for those in
the field of agriculture. Gose likes
the collaborative events, "I get a
chance to meet new people and
participate in things I normally
couldn't afford or may not be in
terested in," she said.
Professionally, there are people
on the board of directors for MCY
PG who can help make connec
tions for her job. "In this commu
nity, it's all about who you know
and they [MCYPG] have resources
to reach people who I don't know
about, like potential scholarship
donors for CSUMB."
Gose plans to continue her work
with MCYPG to help the organiza
tion restore professionalism and to
encourage young people in Mon
terey County to work together to
bridge the gap between young
professionals and the surrounding
community.
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Youth in Pursuit
Activist Seduces Youth to Service,
in a Good Way
Desiree Sheppard

Otter Romp Reporter
DSHEPPARD@CSUMB.EDU

The Pursuit Youth Expo was an
event created by Nicole Onuska,
a Cal State Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
Human Communications (HCOM)
senior anticipating Graduation.
This event was created by her re
quired Capstone Project and came
into full effect with her hard work
of wanting to create a day dedicat
ed to students and helping them
find what they are in pursuit of. The
typical capstone is known as a 40
page paper for HCOM but Onuska
decided to take a path less taken.
Nine different high schools
showed up ranging from Monterey
to Greenfield. Groups of students
were matched up with volunteer
CSUMB students as guides and
work shopped what it is exactly
that they were in pursuit of.
Steven Goings, a former CSUMB
student asked, "What is something
that you would work and put all
your effort in without pay, whatev
er your response is to that answer
is the thing you're in pursuit of."
There was a ton of activities pre
pared for the students. The main

three workshops focused on the
topics: purpose, vision and net
working skills. Everything planned
was interactive. Onuska and her
team wanted to make sure the day
constantly flowed, and students
felt encouraged to think critically
about who they are, what they
want to pursue, and how they can
do that while still in high school.
"College Guides were reinforced
into the workshops because they
were there to assist the students to
share their insights and perspec
tives," Onuska said.
Students were also given the
chance to interact with profession
als by bringing in leaders during
lunch time to talk with students
about the importance of service,
how it is connected with their
profession, why being passionate
about your career is important, etc.
"There was also an expo of various
organizations that offer volunteer,
intern or mentor opportunities
that students can tap into - and so
much more," Onuska excitedly said.
Students began to think and
write out exactly what they were
in pursuit of ranging from love,
becoming a pediatric nurse, bas

ketball player, and more. They all
saw volunteering as something
important along with interning
and mentoring. A speaker at the
event announced, "It's not what
you know, or who you know, but
who knows you." It was stressed
that with applying yourself to cer
tain activities such as interning
and mentoring you will develop
professional relationships with
powerful people who can hope
fully enhance that.
Students who came to the Pur
suit Youth Expo all discovered
something new about themselves
whether it was a personal char
acteristic they never knew they
endured, a new goal in life they
want to achieve, or just a lesson
learned. Christian Mendoza, Cen
tral Coast senior said he learned
his strengths and passions. Yvette
Ochoa, North High freshman
learned she can pursue anything
if she puts her mind to it and that
she should always push herself fur
ther and further.
Onuska's whole purpose for the
event was to encourage students
to engage in different types of ser
vice whether it is; volunteering, in

Selling Activism
Valerie Hulburt, Otter Romp Reporter
VHULBURT@CSUMB.EDU

Those born in the mid 1980s and
after, known as "Generation Y,"
have become the target of socially
conscious companies and profit or
charitable foundations. According
to a survey by USA Today 61 per
cent of teens and young adults feel
personally responsible for making
a difference. Much responsibility
stems from the effects of the 9/11
terrorist attacks.
According to two local stu
dents, Madi Griffin and Claire
Gregory, companies attract Gen
eration Y because "It's all about
presentation." Especially when
it comes to political type issues,
such as Kony 2012: "some article
online about an issue is not going
to do it," said Gregory.

She said the Kony 2012 revolu
tion is how causes should be pre
sented to the youth: making an
honorable cause interesting. And
that is where the marketing of a
trend comes in handy. One of the
most "trendy" types of merchan
dise is clothing and accessories
— things like shirts and bracelets
and shoes.
Sevenly is a for-profit charita
ble company that has marketing
"trendy" towards the youth down
to a tee. Sevenly, founded by Dale
Patridge, chooses a different chari
ty every week, from child hunger to
recycling, and produces limited run
t-shirts and hoodies to sell to young
consumers and donate a portion to
said foundation. Sevenly has do
nated nearly $175,000 to charities
around the world.
Local student Claire Gregory of
Santa Catalina School knows the
importance of having something

terning or
men
toring. "By
getting
involved
in
these service op
portunities, I believe
that students are able to develop
multiple skills and strengths that
will benefit their academic, pro
fessional and personal lives. Not
only does getting involved with
service hone a variety of skills, but
also it allows students to explore
and discover who they are, what
their passionate about and what
their purpose is to contribute with
humanity. My overall goal for PUR
SUIT is that the students get some
thing out of it. Whether it be: know
that they have purpose, pursuing
their interests and passions, seeing
the benefits and mass opportuni
ties found in service, or just real
izing the importance of preparing
one's self for life. This is event is for
Monterey County High School stu
dents, not for me," said Onuska.
As a young 22 year old woman
Onuska created an event that

was
suc
cessful
on
all accounts.
After hearing
everyone's pur
suit it was of much
interest as to what
Mrs. Onuska was in pur
suit of to which she responded,
"My passion and purpose in this
world is to empower and provide
resources and information for our
youth to help prepare them for life
and so they may realize they too
have a purpose in this world. My
faith and values encourage love
and serving others - this is what
motivated this event. Also, I love
children and I love every commu
nity that I am in that I wanted to
do a project that I could give back
to Monterey. I didn't want to just
write a research paper. I wanted to
do something much more mean
ingful to others and me."
Helping others is something
that is in her blood. From the posi
tive comments of students, faculty,
and staff it is believed that she was
telling the truth.

Charities: Buy Merch Now, Feel Good

to supply to her piers in return for
them giving their support to her
cause. Gregory started a move
ment at her school, Tie the Knot,
to gain support for gay marriage.
Gregory supplies a "trendy" prod
uct to attract a high amount of stu
dents to raise as much awareness
as possible.
"I make rainbow bracelets to
hand out to my classmates. Then
I give [supporters] more string to
make more so it spreads."
Although Gregory uses brace
lets to advertise her movement
across campus, she does not nec
essarily believe using merchandise
to profit off of her generation is a
good thing, even if it is for a chari
table cause.
"[It] bothers me... I never bought
an'I Love Boobies'bracelet because
everyone just bought them." She
bets 90 percent of people who pur
chase such bracelets do not ever

look at the foundation's websites
to see what their newly purchased
bracelet is all about.
Gregory and Griffin both agreed
while it is genius marketing on the
foundations part it is also not what
consumers should want. "If you
care enough you shouldn't have to
get a bracelet. [A lot of] people just
want something when they give
something."
Not every teenager is frivolous
in their charitable giving; not ev
ery charity is simply out to ma
neuver money from potential giv
ers'wallets
Austin Gutwein, a teenager and
a charity-starter tries to raise funds
for a cause, though also uses mer
chandise sales.
In 2004 when he was 9 years
old, he decided to shoot 2,057 free
throws on World AIDS Day to rep
resent the number of children who
could become orphaned from

HIV/AIDS in just one day. Friends
and family sponsored the shoota-thon and Austin raised almost
$3,000 for children orphaned by
the virus. Today, Gutwein's charity
Hoops of Hope and its followers
have thousands of people par
ticipate in shoot-a-thons every
year. Between 2004 and 2010, the
organization raised $2 million for
children who have lost their par
ents to HIV/AIDS. Along with his
shoot-a-thons, the charity also
sells merchandise from t-shirts to
books and allows givers to sponsor
a shooter for every event.
So whether youth involve them
selves in service by starting a char
ity of their own or buying into the
cause, the fact is- merchandise
sells. And benefiting others in
need will always be on trend.
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Students Perform a Show Behind Closed Curtains
Stars of the Show Not in the Spotlight
Sarah Tomsic

Otter Romp Reporter
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Natalie Barrett, Justin Riordan, And Marie Galetto On the Set of Light Up the Sky Ready for Opening Night

The applause was thunderous at
the De La Salle High School The
ater as the curtain closed upon
yet another successful musical
production. The cast enthusiasti
cally embodied their roles, giving
a wonderful and fun performance.
Yet unseen by the audience runs
another show just behind the cur
tain; one that a fortunate reporter
got front row seats to.
Natalie Barrett stands in the
wings of the stage awaiting her
cue. She anxiously bounces up
and down while muttering to her
self as she prepares to go onstage.
The orchestra plays its final notes.
Natalie takes a deep breath. The
lights black out.
The backstage crew of Com
pany, De La Salle's theater arts
program, is easily spotted around
campus. They sit outside the the
ater adorning all black, including
their shoes. Their work is seen by
many. Yet they fail to get the ac
knowledgement they deserve;
only their names in a program.
They do not mind. "Being on crew
made me feel like I was contribut
ing something," said Barrett, who is
a Company stage manager.
Natalie, along with the rest of
the crew, instantly zooms into ac
tion. Thus begins the dance, as
beautifully choreographed as any
thing seen on stage. In utter dark
ness, the crew glides and twirls
around each other to set the next
scene. Each member knows the
steps to this dance. They know
where to enter and when to exit so
to avoid a collision. In a matter of
mere seconds, the scene has com
pletely transformed from an office
into a bedroom. The dance is fol
lowed by a chorus of harsh whis

pers; "Move!" bark crew members
at surrounding bystanders, "Out
of the way!" It is indeed controlled
chaos backstage.
Like any other musical produc
tion, the crew has spent months
in preparation. In the previous
months, the crew has spent tire
less hours in rehearsal. In the
weeks prior to opening night,
students can be seen hammering,
painting, and constructing set
pieces. Some students are taking
measurements, sewing, and al
tering costumes. These students
dedicate their time to ensure a
successful show. They are at ev
ery rehearsal. Some members
even voluntarily stay well after re
hearsal has ended. "We ended up
staying until the director kicked
us out," recalls Barrett.
In the week of opening night,
preparations get more hectic. Set
pieces are still not built. Props are
missing. Backdrops are not paint
ed. Tension fills the air. The crew
frantically runs around to ensure
the show opens on schedule.
It is the night before the show.
Barrett and her fellow stage man
ager Justin Riordan are perched
atop a ten foot ladder, paint brush
es in hand. Barrett has a fear of fall
ing over backwards off high places.
"Justin didn't really care too much
about that. He made me climb the
tallest ladder we had" said Barrett.
Still, the set had to be painted. So
she braved her stage fright. Clearly
they are desperate to finish on
time. Barrett and Riordan continue
to banter back and forth. By the
time they are done, Barrett is cov
ered head to toe in paint. Finally,
at around 10 p.m., everything is
ready for the next day.

Opening night arrives. De
spite the months of hard work, the
backstage crew's job is just begin
ning. After a full day of school, the
crew has only a few hours rest be
fore they are back in the theater.
Each member has their own role
to play. The set's crew moves the
larger set pieces into place. And
they are all ready to assist in any
quick set fixes. The costume crew
stands in the wings, ready to as
sist actors in quick changes. Prop's
crew assembles the props so they
are ready to be put on stage.
Meanwhile, sound crew is test
ing microphones and distributing
them to the designated actors. The
make-up crew applies the actors'
make-up. Everyone is scrambling
to make sure everything is ready
for a successful show. "You get one
shot to put on a show," Barrett said,
"no matter what happens as they
say, the show must go on."
The lights dim. The curtain
opens. The orchestra begins to
play. Thus begins the show. The
crew members are unperturbed
by the utter darkness that sur
rounds them. They constantly run
back and forth to opposite ends
of the stage as they prepare for
the next scene. For the first time
their black attire makes sense. It
allows them to blend in with the
black curtains.They become invis
ible on stage.
The backstage crew has per
formed flawlessly. They have never
missed a step. Unfortunately, as
expected with any live perfor
mance, situations arise. Halfway
through a musical number a mi
crophone dies. At the sudden de
crease in volume, Barrett and her
fellow crew heads, Marie Gaietto
and Riordan, huddle together to
address the situation. As soon
as the actor exits the stage they
pounce. Snatching the micro
phone, they learn the batteries
are not merely dead, the micro
phone is completely broken. So
they must improvise. They are now
short one microphone. Barrett,
Gaietto, and Riordan collaborate
to determine who needs a micro
phone for which particular scene.

Based on this knowledge, the
crew heads organize when
each actor gets which micro
phone. It is truly chaotic as
the designated microphones
switch hands between Barrett,
Gaietto, and Riordan. The audi
ence is completely unaware of the
decommissioned microphone and
CREW PAINTING THE STAGE
the chaos it has ensued.
BEFORE OPENING NIGHT
The crews have demonstrated
talents few realized they had:
leadership, sewing, painting, and
building. Sadly most students'
newly found talents, along with
their the
The most important thing for the
atercareers,
end
with
crew is to simply put on a good
graduation.
show and that makes the
However,
for the for
backstage crew the true stars
tunate few
like Barrett,
Company marks a new beginning.
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"Company helped me find out
BY SARAH TOMSIC
what I wanted to spend the rest of
my life doing," said Barrett. Today,
she continues to work backstage
BELOW: SETS CREW OF COMPANY
BUILDING SETS FOR
as she educates high school stu
THE WIZARD OF OZ
dents in technical theater.
The play continues without an
other hitch. The curtain closes. The
show has come to an end. There is
no curtain call for the crew.There is,
no applause. Though without the
backstage crew, the show would
not have been so successful.
Perhaps the motto amongst the
crew says it best: "If all the world's
a stage, then the gods are on crew."
As egotistical as this saying is, it
holds a grain of truth. The crew is
the unseen force that propels the,
show forward. Yet unlike the
gods, they do not want the
spotlight. They are content just knowing they
performed their parti
well. They can be seen
quietly rejoicing when
a tricky scene change
goes off seamlessly.
The most important
thing for the crew is
to simply put on a good
show. And that makes
the backstage crew the true
stars.

